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DENYING PETITION TO MODlJIIlflJlJlb. .. :,~.~.'/:';',t 

On September 1, 1995, Pacific Bell (pacific) and GTE 

California (GTEC) filed their Joint Petition of Pacific Bell (U 

1001 C) and GTEC California Incorporated (U 1002 G) for 

Modification of Decision (D.) .94-09-065 (Petition). Pacific and· 

GTEC allege that in D.94-09-065 (the Implementation Rate Design 

(IRD) decision), the Commission adopted an estimate of the 

increase in toll and switched access use to result ft.-om lower 

prices that has proven to be less than actual results, yielding 

revenue losses for Pacific and GTEC. Pacific and GTEC append 

several declarations to the·Petition in support of their 

contentions. On January 22, 1996, pacific filed an amendment to 

the Petition containing additional data and suppOrting 

declarations with information on intraLATA toll and switched 

access growth for all of 1995. No corresponding amendment was 

provided by GTEC.l 

We make no determination in this decision as to the accuracy 
or c6rrectness·of either 6f these alleged shortfalls. The actual 
figures may well be different, perhaps significantly so •. Ali we 
examinE! here is whether the'opportunity to pursue a request 
should be permitted. Were that to be allowed, discovery and the 
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Pacific and GTEC contend that in adQpting an elasticity • 

estimate for both utilities in the IRD decision the Commission 

·Without any record support. used an elasticity of demand for 

toll services for both Pacitic and GTEC of -.5, significantly 

greater than the estimates determined by the Pacific and GTEC 

studies.- (Petition at 2.) They allege that for Pacific the 

elasticity estimate used in the lRD decision resulted in the 

forecast of $234 ~illion more in toll calling revenue for Pacific 

than has materialized, resulting in $234 million less in price 

increases that Pacific needed"to be revenue-neutral. For GTEC, 

the overestimati6n/undercollection is alleged to be $1()3 million. 

(Petition at 3.) Seemingly, they contend that to the exact 

extent the forecasted revenue \"as not produced, the iRD decision 

was not revenue neutral, violating one of its basic precepts. 

A sirnila~ issue is rAised with respect to the 

elasticity estimate used to caiculate the volume stimulation due 

to price reductions fOr switched access. The p~titioners again 

contend that the elasticity adjustm~nt chosen w~s without record 

support. Pacific asserts that the elasticity estimate used to 

forecast switched access revenue resulted in a shortfall of 

approximately $53 million. The Petition notes that GTEC did not 

present a switched access elasticity estimate of their own in the 

lRD proceed~ng, but asserts that based on the adopted elasticity. 

GTEC's shortfall in switched access revenue is $32 million. 

(Petition at 3.> 

To alleviate this shortfall, and maintain Pacific's and 

GTEC's view of the Commission's c~mmitment in D.94-09-065 to not 

raise or lower authorized revenue, the utilities request price 

, full opportunity for cross-examination of these claims would be 
' .. required. 
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increases to recover an additional $214 million for Pacific and 

$107 for GTEC.2 

Pacific's and GTEC's bottom line contention is best 

stated in their own words: 

-By this Petition Pacific and GTEC are not 
simply saying' that Our predictions and 
estimates should have been adopted; rather, 
the actual results and revenues demonstrate 
that the IRD-adopted elasticities of demand 
for toll and switched access must be 
corrected to correspond with actual 
experience.- (Petition at 3.) 

In order to implement their request Pacific and GTEC 

propose a wide range of service rate modifications. Pacific 

proposes reducing allowances and increasing prices for Directory 

Assistance, increasing the initial-minute rate for local calling 

and reducing the existing permanent surcredit. (Petition at 14-

15.), GTEC suggests increasing its foreign exchange business 

price, increasing its returned check charge, increasing me~sured 

local service and Z~f prices by decreasing certain discounts, 

reducing, directory assistance free calling allowances, increasing 

operator handled and credit card prices, and adjusting the A-38 

surcharge mechanism. (Petition at 15.) They contend that none 

of these changes would require hearings -as all the evidence 

supporting such increases is in the IRD record.- (Id.) 

Responses to the Petition to Modify were filed by the 

California Telecommunications Coalition3 , the California 

2 The adjustments reqUested vary from the short fall alleged due 
to the arithmetic of netting the toll and switched access 
overestimation with somewhat reduced implementation costs. 
(petition at 14, footnote 11.) 

3 Members of the Coalition joining in the'Response were~ AT&T 
Communications of California, Inc., califo,r-nia Association of e Long Distance Telephone Companies, California Cable Televisi6n 
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committee for Large Telecommunications Consumers4 , and the Office 

of RatepaYer Advocacy (ORAl.s In summary, all three responses 

oppose the Petition to Modify and advance similar rationales: 

• The Petition simply seeks to true-up one 
estimate adopted in 0.94-09-065 to reflect 
actual results. The Commission specifically 
rejected such -truing up· in the Decision. 

• The Petition to HOOify seeks a substantial 
rate increase without a hearing. such an 
outcome is prohibited by Public Utilities 
(PU) Code § 454. 

• Pacific and GTEC are attempting to augment 
the record in this case in support of 
their. (thert) pending appli¢ations for 
rehearing. Such augmentation is highly 
improper as the Commission did not have 
this information before them when issuing 
the decision. 

ORA challenges the Petition on several grounds. ORA 

contends the Petition was merely a way to endeaVor to improperly 

augment the record in this proceeding in support of the then

pending application for rehearing. (ORA response at 3.) ORA 

contends the Petition seeks nothing more than a rate increase and 

that it is improper to use the vehicle of a petition for 

Association, Mel Telecommunications Group, Time \'1Arner AxS of 
California, L.P., and Toward Utility Rate Normalization. 

4 The California Bankers Clearing House Association and the 
county of LOs Angeles are the members of the california committee 
for Large Telecommunications Consumers for the purposes of this 
proceeding. 

5 By action of the Executive Director, the Division of 
Ratepayer Advocates ceased· to exist as a staff unit on september 
10, 1996. The funct.ions it performed as a participant in this 
proceeding nOw reside with the Commission's Office of Ratepayer 
Advocacy. 
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. ~ modification under Rule 47 of the Commission's Rules of Practice 

and Procedure (Rules) to do so. Rather, if Pacific and GTEC wish 

a prospective increase in their rates, ORA contends that they 

should do so by means of an application pursuant to Rule 23 and 

PU Code § 454, with the attendant notice requirements. (ORA 

Response at 4, 6.) 

ORA also questions the integrity of Pacific's and 

GTEC's request. ORA contends that during the course of the IRD 

proceeding (Phase III of 1.87-11-033), parties other than 

Pacific and GTEC advocated a -true-up· mechanism to deal with the 

potential for forecasting errors involving toll-elasticity 

estimates. ORA contends that Pacific and GTEC both strongly 

argued against such an approach for several reasons. According 

to ORA, Pacific, and GTEC were opposed to, true-ups as being 

inconsistent with the purpose and policy of the New Reg'ulatol.-y 

Framel,o,,'ork (NRF); a form of disguised rate of return reguiation, 

constituting an additional, unnecessary regulatory burden; it 

being impossible to segregate the toll stimulation effects from 

other market effects; and an improper modification of the 

incentive nature of NRF. (ORA Response' at 8-10.) 

ORA also challenges the petitioners' factual 

contentions, observing that there are multiple possible causes 

for the revenue shortfalls repOrted by Pacific and GTEC. 

According to ORA these could also include competitive losses and 

the operation of the economy as a whole. (ORA Response at 

13-14.) ORA strongly suggests that Pacific and GTEC are merely 

using the Petition to endeavor to recover competitive losses, 

including revenues lost through the voluntary entry into rate 

discount agreements. (ORA Response at 15.) 

ORA also requested permission to file a response to the 

petition amendment Pacific filed on January 22, 1996. The 

assigned administrative law judge (ALJ) authorized ORA to submit 
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the additional response along with a motion to request its 

filing. That motion is granted and W~ will consider ORA's 

February 28, 1996. response denominated -Response of the Division 

of Ratepayer Advocate to pacific Bell's Amendment of the Joint 

Petition of Pacific Bell and GTEC California Incorporated for 

Modification of D.94-09-65 (ORA's February Response). 

In its February Response ORA raises the concern that 

Pacific only provides data On the growth (or lack thereof) of 

intraLATA toll volumes. ORA argues that it is necessary to 

examine all the factors which makeup Pacific's and GTEC's 

revenue stream. (ORA's February Response at 4.) For example, 

ORA notes correctly that during the IRD proceeding Pacific and 

GTEC utilized 1990 and 1989 access line volume data, 

respectively, for use in calculating the IRD reVenue requirement 

and corresponding rate design. (Id.) ORA states: -It is 

impossible to imagine that Pacific's and GTEC's access line 

volumes have not increased in the approximate six years since the 

1989-to-1990 time period on which their IRD showings were based.

ORA notes the growth of fax machines, and other communications 

devices, and the strain this growth has placed on California's 

numbering resources. (Id.) 

ORA concludes by suggesting that while its 

recommendation is to deny the Petition. the alternative, if we 

are persuaded that the Petition. as amended, has merit, is to 

necessarily consider all of the factors that bear on the 

Petition, including the status of other revenue factors. ORA' 

offers its insight on the effort likely to be involved in such an 

examination, particularly in the context of our current 

teleco~~unications workload. (Id. at 6.) 

The California Telecomrnunications Coalition provides a 

sim~lar analysis. It contends that revenue neutral l."ate design 

was a goal and not a commitment of the IRD process. The 4It 
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. e Coalition aiso observes that this Cornmission is not unfamiliar 

with the concept of allowing for a true-up or establishing a 

balancing account if that is what is intended. It recounts the 

request of two parties - TURN and the California Bankers Clearing 

House Association that suggested that such a balancing account be 

established to prevent unreason?bly large recoveries by Pacific 

and GTEC, and the opposition of Pacific and GTEC to such 

treatment. The Coalition observes that Pacific and GTEC had the 

opportunity during the IRD proceeding to make virtually any 

showing they desired on the t6picof elasticities. The Coalition 

comments on their perception of the inconsistency between the 

true-up Pacific and GTEC request and the concept of incentive 

regulation. Finally, its suggests that for the t}~e of relief, 

requested the appropriate vehicle should be an application. 

The California Committee for Large Teleconununicati6ns 

Consumers (Committee) raised. similar concerns and extensively 

challenged the reliability of the impacts allegedly suffered by 

Pacific and GTEC. They to6 comment on the interrelationship of 

the many rate, volume and elasticity'elements evaluated in the 

IRD proceeding. They state that' the specific rate changes that 

Pacific and GTEC now seek in order to recoup the claimed revenue 

loss were specifically recommended by Pacific and GTEC in the IRD 

proceeding, but rejected by the Commission. (Committee Response 

at 4.) 

They. argue that even if the Commission were to begin to 

examine the elasticity issue raised by Pacific and GTEC, that 

examination must necessarily lead to a reopening of the entire 

IRD proceeding. They note that the elasticities decided in IRD 

include more than those identified by pacific and GTEC. They 

included elasticity estimates for coin, calling card, WATS and 

800 services, among others. (Id. at 5.) They question whether 

the source of the alleged revenue sho'rtfall may even be related 
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to an elasticity forecast, suggesting it could stem from other 4It1 
sources such as a failure of marketing reduced toll' rates. They 

contend that while an examination of the various factors that 

might impact revenues would be reasonable in a general rate case 

for a utility subject to comprehensive rate regulation, it is at 

odds with the concept of price cap regulation. (Id. at 6.) 

The Committee also comments on the history of true-ups 

being sought in the IRD proceeding, having sponsored that i.dea. 

They note Pacific and GTEC's objection to it and the Co~~ission's 

rejection of a true-up (Id. at 6-8.) and contend the Pacific and 

GTEC request is at odds with the NRF regulatory structure. They 

note the existence of mechanisms already in NRF if earnings 

decline beyond certain limits. (Id. at 8-9.) 

Finally, they reqUest that if they commission were to 

determine there was a need to consider the modification request, 

the matter be assigned for hearing with a significant opportunity 

being allowed for discovery, by which to analyze the Pacific and 

GTEC claims, and the presentation of testimony. (Id. at 11.) 

A group of small local exchange companies6 filed a 
respOnse in support of the Petition to Modify. They argue that 

since new and changed facts now available show the elasticity 

estimates adopted to D.94-09-065 were erroneous and that the 

Rules of Practice and procedure per~it the Commission to modify 

the decision to reflect the new information, the Commission 

should correct these erroneous conclusions. 

6'Cp National,-Evans Telephone Company, GTE West Coast 
Incorporated, 'Kerman Telephone Company, Pinnacles Telephone 
company, The Siskiyou Telephone Company, TUolumne Telephone 
Company, and The Volcano'Telephone Company. 
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'e Discussion 

The Petition seeks an update to previously adopted 

estimates to reflect actual results. While Pacific and GTEC 

assert that the elasticity estimates in question. were adopted 

·without any record support,- such contention is without merit. 

GTEC filed an application for rehearing of 0.94-09-065 in which 

GTEC challenged the.same elasticity estimates at'issue here. In 

D.96-02-023, we rejected any ailegation of error while discussing 

the record basis for the elasticities adopted. GTEC did not seek 

further review of that decision and it is. therefore, final. 

Pacific did not file an application for rehearing, the 

appropriate remedy if something of such great moment was truly 

decided ~without any record support.- Therefore, any residual 

contention that the adopted elasticity estimates are without 

record basis must be rejected out of hand. 

Thus, what pacffic and GTEC are really seeking is a 

"true up.·- They seek to have revenues .adjusted for specific 

accounts premised on actual recorded results. 

Two issues must be addressed here. First. what does 

the term revenue neutrality mean in terms of what explicitly was 

done by us in adopting D.94-09-065, and what are the reasonable 
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expectations of th~ local exchange carriers and the other 

affected parties who must operate under it? 

Pacific and GTEC urge that a deviation of actual 

recorded revenues during the first year following implementation 

of the IRD decision from those utilized in the development of the 

rate design adopted by that decision violates the concept of 

reVenue neutrality. As explained by the Commission: 
,-

..... evel-y rate change ordered by this decision 
which results in a r~venue increase or 
decrease'isoffs~t by, countervailing rate 
changes or revenue adjustments so ,that the 
cumulative effect 'of all.r¢venue·changes for 
each NRF, company is zero (revenue 
neutrality).- (D.94-09-0~5 at 3 (mimeo.).) 

What the' C6mmission declined to do, ho .... ·ever, was to 

provide protection for pacific and GTEC from revenue impacts that 

might re$ult once the revenues and rates were rebalanced and 

adopted for prospective application. We noted in discussing the 

related topic of lost revenues due to the introduction of 

competition: 

·compensating for competitive 16ss would 
force the LECs' customers to sh~lter 
those percentages of ,.toll revenue fr6m 
competitive risk even'after rates are 
rebalanced, effectively granting the LEes 
rat'e cao returns on those revenues. This 
would b~ inc6nsist'ent with the ratepayer 
safegUards and LEC incentives established 
in NRF. Moreover, Pacific's and GTEC's 
competitors have no captiVe markets to 
provide them with a steady revenue stream 
if they are inefficient. The effect of 
Pacific's and GTEC's reques~ would be to 
increase the rates of all of their 
ratepayers because of the prospect that 
some ratepayers might choose another toll 
carrier. This would shift the risk of 
competition from the LECs to their 
ratepaYers - not a reslltt we expect from 
NRF. Therefore, Pacific's and GTEC's 
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requests for compensation for competitive 
losses are denied.- (0.94-09-065 at 
164-165.) 

GTEC filed an application for rehearing of 0.94-09-065, 

challenging, among other things, the specific issues raised in 

this Petition, i.e., -the validity of the elasticity estimates, 

the analyses, the findings, conclusions and the application of 

those estimates in the iRD rate design.- (0.96-02-023 at 2.) 

GTEC contended in its application for rehearing that: . 
-In th~ area of elasticity, the Decision 
(94-09-065) ~rred as a matter of law in 
several areas: (1) adopting unsupported 
elasticity estimates for toll and. 
switched access; (2) misapplying these 
estimates: and (3) arbitrarily r~fusing 
to acknowledge the effects of price 
increases or repression for other 
services in the rate design process.
(GTEC Application for Rehearing at 2.) 

In considering that application for rehearing, we 

determined that the record with respect to the adopted elasticity 

estimates waS sound and noted the specific defects in the 

elasticity estimates advocated by Pacific and GTEC that 

prohibited their consideration. (Id. at 1-9.) We noted again 

the finding we made in 0.94-09-065 that the adopted elasticity 

estimate of -0.5 reflected careful consideration of the evidence 

presented and drew its w~ight from the fact that the estimates of 

several studies clustered around it. (Id. at 8.) 

Finally"GTEC challenged 0.94-09-065 as being arbitrary 

and unfair because the decision failed to compensate the local 

exchange carriers for intraLATA toll revenue loss. As we stated 

in the rehearing decision: 

-intraLATA toll revenue16ss, if any occurs, 
is a competitive loss. We shouid not protect 
LEes from a faiiure to adequately compete. 
To extend to LECs protection against 
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competitive losses "'ould be to turn our back 
on ratepayers and to underffiine the LEe 
incentives and the ratepayer safeguards 
established in the New Regulatory Framework
(0.96-02-023 at 12.) 

We have previously had the opportunity to review the 

meaning of a revenue-neu~ral rate design and whether that has the 

impact of requiring truing-up to ensure an exact recovery of the 

revenue forecast in the IRD decision. In a petition for 

modification of the IRO qecision !iled by the California 

Association of LOng Distance Telephone Companies, we examined the 

impact of the calculation and collection of certain surcharges 

and surcredits. We were- asked to evaluate the request in the 

context of the ·overarching policy of revenue neutrality of the 

lRD decision- and remedy a particular ·unexpected consequence- of 

that decision. (0.96-03-021.) We noted the language in 

D.94-09-065 setting forth the intent and mechanics of developing 

a revenue-neutral rate design, and the problems entailed in doing 

that while implementing desired rate design and pricing policies. 

In discussing revenUe rebalancing and whether the IRD decision 
requires a ·true~up,- We stated: 

·We are not persuaded that revenue 
neutrality was quite the 'overarching 
policy' in the IRD Decision as "CALTEL 
urges to justify its request for relief. 
CALTEL's focus on access customers as a 
separate class is inconsistent with how 
we used revenue neutrality in the IRD 
Decision, which was as an estimating 
tool. Although the effect of which 
CALTEL complains may have been 
unintended, since neither the parties 
nor we expressly addressed it in the 
proceeding or the IRD Decision, it was 
not unanticipated.- (D.96-03-021 at S.) 

While the specific rate element Was different, the 

analysis is the same. ReVenue neutrality was intended as a test 
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~ for whether the myriad of rate elements and forecasts examined in 

the IRD proceeding were packaged~o reflect to the greatest 

extent 'feasible our intended pricing policie~: while providing 

Pacific and GTEC with neither a windfall nor a loss of 

opportunity to realize their authorized returns. 

The mechanics of revenue neutrality are illustrated by 

Appendix C, p. C-l.and Appendix O. p. 0-1 of O. 94-09-065 (as 

modified by 0.96-02-023 and 0.96-06-023). These pages show ~he 

specific changes to each element of Pacific·s and GTEC's rate 

structure necessary to implement needed modifications without 

resulting in a net loss or gain for the utility. To maintain the 

goal ·of revenue neutrality, if it wished to grant the Petition to 

Modify, the commission would need to similarly update each and 

every rate element. This would require an extraordinary 

commitment of resources from all parties. The Commission has no 

i~tention of taking such acti~n. 

The question of whether there was some reaso·nable 

expectation a true-up would be available has been deAlt with 

explicitly. In the lRD proceeding several parties were concerned 

that the adoption of the elasticity rates advocated by Pacific 

and GTEC would have the same effect as now complained of by 

Pacific and GTEC, but in the oppOsite direction, i.e., that use 

of their elasticity forecasts would underestimate toll demand and 

revenues. To protect against the risk of a windfall to Pacific 

and GTEC, these parties urged adoption of a balancing .account. 

The Commission specifically rejected such proposals, stating: 

-\ie reject this proposal fot" two reasons. 
First, we have not adopted the LEC's 
proposed elasticity estimates, and we have 
thus reduced the risk that is cited as the 
jUstification for the balancing accounts .... 

Second,- imposition of a balancing account 
.... ·ould blunt the cQmpeti~ive illcentives that 
we are trying to foster. If increased toll 
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revenues are subject to a balancing account. 
the LEe's motivation after IRD to increase 
net toll revenues becomes clouded. We 
prefer to leave the LECs' competitive 
incentives as undiluted as possible. 
(D.94-09-065 at 155 (mimeD.). 

Pacific and GTEC contend the alleged discrepancy 

between forecasted and actual results in toll and switched-access 

reVenUes are the cause for, as Pacific puts it. a "dramatic 

deterioration- in their financial condition in the months 

foilowing the IRD decision. (Petition at4.) However. it is 

unreasonable to consider the results of their complained sales 

and revenue losses in isolati6n, as Pacific and GTEC sugges·t. 

First. as ORA noted in their response, there are many factors 

that may have caused the impacts. The period from which the 

Pacific and GTEC data is drawn relates only to the first year 

immediately following the issuance of D.94-09~065. There are 

many.matters that could have affected their toll volumes and . 
revenues during that period. To the extent the state of the 

economy as a whole was a factor, we would be asked to compensate 

for general economic conditions and we will not do that. To the 

extent Pacific and GTEC lost traffic to competitors, even in the 

absence of intraLATA presubscription, we would be asked to 

compensate for competitive losses, and we have clearly 

articulated that we will not do that either. 

l-1ost importantly, Pacific and GTEC only raise the area 

in which they claim to haVe suffered volumes and revenues less 

than forecasted in the IRD decision. To reconsider the 

elasticity adopted and the resulting forecasted volumes and 

revenues would necessitate reexamining all of the myriad of rate 

components and forecasted revenues which comprised the revenue 

neutral rate design. The alternative would be to review the 

decision's impacts on a "heads we lost, but don't consider the 
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~ tails we won- basis. We have good reason to believe that in at 

least some sig~ificant areas the deviation between IRD-forecasted 

revenues and those actually realized will have been to Pacific's 

and GTEC's benefit. One example. will suffice. 

In the IRD record the estimate used for access lines 

for Pacific and GTEC was based on 1990 and 1989 data, 

respectively. 'ole noted in the IRD decision that the rates 

established were intended to yield the NRF start-up revenue 

requirement for 1990, adjusted to reflect certain Commission 

actions. In response to Pacific's request at that time for 

compensation for competitive losses, we observed that such a 

request: 

·should be contrasted with its (pacific's] 
failure to request adjustment of the target 
revenue leVel to reflect the growth in 
volumes that has occurred since the start-up 
{~ate, January 1, 1990 ... The resulting rates 
will be applied to actual post-IRD sales, 
however. Because the number of access lines 
and minutes of use is greater now than it was 
in 1990, [footnote omitted], the reVenue 
collected through post-IRD rates will 
predictably exceed the LECs' start-up revenue 
requirements. 

Because the productivity factor assumed that 
management would achieve a minimum level of 
productivity under those conditions, 
compensating for the effects of either 
competition or growth in ~olumes would 
undermine the operation of the price cap 
mechanism. Since the rates adopted here are 
intended to implement NRf and not to redesign 
the price cap mechanism, loss in reVenues due 
to intraLATA competition should not be 
recognized.- (D. 94-09-065 at 162-163, 
mimeo. ) 

We can well take official notice of our own active 

proceedings and decisions which discuss the virtual-explosion in 

access lines which has occurred not just since 1989 or 1990 but 
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since the issuance of the IRD decision barely two years ago. In 

our local competition proceedings (I. 95-04-044/R.9S-04-043) \.;e 

have issued numerous decisions addressing the problems of number 

availability and number exhaustion. Through various complaint 

proceedings, we have been called upon to determine the manner in 

which to relieve several area codes approaching number 

exhaustion. These are all reflective of the tremendous growth 

not only in telephone·s, but computers, facsimile machines, and 

other communication devices. These reflect growth in access 

lines ,1 \-1e take note of the fact that no request has been made 

by Pacific or G~EC to rebalance revenues to account for this 

seeming deviation of actual volumes and revenUes from those 

forecasted in IRD. 

And there is good reason to not have such a request. 

The IRD decision was a package, not an assurance of explicit 

outcomes on individual elements. To the extent that package has 

resulted in neither a windfall nor the loss of an oppOrtunity for 

Pacific and GTEC to achieve their authorized returns, it was a 

success. There has been no allegation that the package has 

failed in that respect. lt would be fundamentally unfair for us 

to examine one element of that package, even a significant one in 

terms of ~evenues, in isolation. 

Related Matters-Motions tor 
Establishment of MemorandUm Accounts 

In addition to the Petition (and its amendment), on 

AprilS, 1996, Pacific and GTEC filed a Joint Motion of GTE 

Californi~ Incorporated and Pacific Bell for Establishment of 

Memorandum Account Relating to the Implementation Rate Design 

1 We also observe but, of course, cannot Officially notice. 
recent press coverage. in which pacific in·particular t6\its its 
recently improved financial situation resulting from a better 
than expected increase in access lines. 
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~ Decision (Joint Motion). The purpose of this request was to 

provide a procedural accounting vehicle, in the event their 

Petition was granted, to" allow recovel-Y of revenues allegedly 

lost without incurring the prohibition on retroactive 

ratemaking. Since we find that the Petition should be denied, 

no further consideration need be given to establishment of the 

memorandum account and the Joint Motion is denied. 

Finally, we need to address the -Motion of Roseville 

Telephone Company To Establish Memorandum Account Relating to the 

Implementation Rate Design Decisi.on-, filed April 29,- i996 

(Roseville Motion). Roseville states that it filed this moti.on 

to track revenues Roseville contends it might have lost based on 

the allegations about eiasticity forecast errors in the Petition. 

Again. because \-,'e deny the Petition, there is no basis to give 

any further consideration to the Roseville Motion. 

Findings of Faot 

1. Pacific Bell and GTEC request modification of the 

elasticity factors adopted in D.94-09-065 to calculate changes in 

intraLATA toll and switched-access volumes. 

2. Pacific and GTEC allege that they have suffered 

substantially lower intraLATA toll and switched access reVenues 

than were forecasted in the process of caiculating the rate 

design adopted in 0.94-09-065. 

3. The figures of claimed"revenue shortfall alleged by 

Pacific and GTEC have not been determined to be accurate or 

correct. 

4. GTEC filed a timely application for rehearing of D.94-

-09-065 which, among other things, challenged the reasonableness 

of the adopted elasticity factors. 

5. GTEC's application for rehearing With respect to the 

issues related to the petition for modification was dehie~. 

- 11 -
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6. pacific did not file a timely application for rehearing 

with respect to the reasonableness of the elasticity factors 

adopted in 0.94-09-065. 

7. The Commission's ORA, The California Telecommunications 

Coalition and the California Committee for Large 

Telecoromunications Consumers filed responses in opposition to the 

petition for modification. 

8. Several small local exchange companies filed a joint 

response in support of the petition for m~ification. 

9. The mOdification request is to -true-up· the reVenues 

"of each petitioner for the alleged revenue discrepancy by 

adjusting other cost components to recover the reVenue allegedly 
lost. 

10. Pacific and GTEC offer no other explanations for the 

lower than forecasted reVenues other than alleged error in the 

elasticity factors adopted. 

11. Pacific and GTEC do not propose examination of any 

other revenue components to ascertaill whether they are producing 

less or more revenue than was forecasated in the adoption of 

0.94-09-065. 

12. The number of access lines has grown considerably both 

from the time of the data used to calculate the rate design 

adopted in D.94-09-065 to the date of that decision and from the 

date of that decision to the present. 

Conolusions"of Law 

1. Revenue neutrality was not intended in the IRD decision 

to apply on a service-by-service basis. 

2. Revenue neutrality was premised on a rate design in 

which every rate change ordered in D.94-09-065 that resulted in a 

revenue increase or decrease was offset by countervailing rate 

changes or revenu~ adjustments so that the cumulative "effect of 

all revenue changes for each company was zero. 
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3. The Corrmission explicitly rejected the concept of 

revisiting revenues levels adopted in D.94-09-065 to true them up 

where they might vary from recorded figures. 

4. The elasticity factors adopted in D.94-09-065 were 

supported by the record as confirmed in D.96-02-023. 

5. Factors other than errors in the manner in weich 

elasticity factors were calculated may eXplain all C;~ "any part of 

the variation between forecasted and actual intraLATA toll and 

switched-access revenues. 

6. Revenue neutrality as adopted in 0.94-09-065 was 

premised on a rate design for each petitioner which as an 

aggregate of all its components had a reasonable expectation of 

neither creating a \~indfall for either Pacific or GTEC nor 

jeopardizing their having a reasonable opportunity to realize 

their authorized rates of return. 

7. There is no reasonable basis to do a true-up of actual

to-forecasted revenues associated with anyone component of the 

overall rate design adopted in D.94-~9-o6s without the 

opportunity for a reexamination of all of the components. 

o R D E R 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. FOr the aboVe stated reasons, the Joint Petition of 

Pacific Bell and GTE California Incorporated for'modification of 

Decision 94-09-065 is denied. 
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2. The motions of Pacific Bell and GTE California, filed 

April 5, 1996, and Roseville Telephone Company,' filed April 29, 

1996, for tIle establishment of memorandum accounts relating to 

the Implementation Rate Design proceeding are denied as moot. 

I will 

lsI 

I will 

Is/ 

This order is effective today. 

Dated February 19, 1991, at San Francisco, California. 

fi.le a . . concurr1ng • • 0p1n10n. 

JESSIE J. KNIGHT, JR. 
Commissioner 

file a written dissent. 

JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
commissioner 
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P. GREGORY CONLON 
~resident 

JESSIE J. kNIGHT, JR. 
HENRY M. ~ DUQUE 
RI~HARD A. BILAS 
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State of California 

A.87-11·033 
O. 97·02-049 

COMMISSIONER JESSIE J. KNIGHT, JR., CONCURRING: 

Public UtiJ;ties Convnission 
Sail Flaocisco 

I concur in this decision which denies the request by Pacific Bell (Pacific) and 

GTE California (GlEC) to mOdify D .. 94·09-065, the Implementation Rate Design (IRD) 

Decision. 

In their petiti6ns, Pacific and GlEC allege that Our IRD decision adopted a 

forecasted estimate for increased toll and switched accesS usage that has proven t6 be 

far less than actuall1'larket results. The petitioners request an increase in prices to 

recover millions in alleged lost revenue. This decision denies Pacific and GlEC's 

request for numerOus reasons whJch I fully endorse. 

First, if the Commission were to grant the: petiti6ners' request, this could allow a 

rate increase on the: most inelastic seNites not currently sublect to competition. As the 

Office of Ratepayer Advocates has noted, it is impr6~r to use a petition to modify as 

the vehicle for a rate increase. Rather, if Pacific and GlEC wish to pursue a 

prospective increase 6n rates, they should do so by means of an application pursuant 

to Commission rules, wit~ the attendant notice requirements. This would allow 

balanced examination 6f the parties' alfeged losses. 

Second, the Corrul'lission has already rejected allegations of procedural error 

and lack of evidence in adopting toll elasticity estimates. rn 0.96-02-023, we dented 

GTEG's application fOr rehearing of IRD and we explicitly discussed how the record 

supported the elasticity estimates we: adopted. 

Third and most significantly, I db n6t support reopening the I RD case to examine 

potential ercor in an elasticity estimate because when the Commission adopted the 
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estimat~ and corresponding formula in IRD, we knew a priori that tho forecast was 

bound to deviate from actual results. The IRD decision specificaUy rejected any futuro 

.. true-up· Of the revenues resulting from IRD because the Commission explicitly feared 

that a true-up would blunt competitive inc~ntives. The CommissIon strongly stated that 

it should not protect incumbent monopolies with future true-ups if they failed to 

adequately compete in the new market structure. In fact, the petitioners argued against 

a true-up in their testimony on the Original case. They now attempt to recraft their point 

of view when the results work against their present circumstances. 

The Commission's IRD d~cision did not ptomtse Or guarantee revenue neutrality. 

but gave the companies the OpPOrtunity to increase revenues and improve earnings. 

IRD was a carefuUy crafted polICY package. not an assurance of explicit outc6mes 6n 

individual rate elements. As companies in Our New Regulatory Framework (NRF). both 

Pacific and GlEG have pricing fleXibility, the ability to enter COntracts, and the 

advantage of carrying all default traffic. In a petition to mOdify IRD. Pacifio and GTEG 

bear the burden of demonstrating that their respective overall rate deSIgns have failed 

. to achieve revenue neutrality. It is not an inconsequential observation that neither 

company has even atfeged that the tRD package has failed. In my judgment, the 

petitioners have been unpersuasive in their quest to deviate from these prior decisions. 

- Furthermore, it would be imprOper in hindsight to establish criteria for a 

"reasonable- deviation from earlier estimates when the Commission rejected this notion 

earlier. If the Commission were to reopen its IRD proceeding as the petitioners 

suggest t6 determine whether revenues were beyond a ·fou~seeable· margin of error. 

an endless cycle of hindsight analysis of decisions which all partiCipants had relied 

upon as final would be unnecessarily created_ Nothing extraOrdinary Or unforeseeable 

has occurred that warrants a reopening. This Is not in the public interest and certainly_ 

pt6vides an unnecessary protection fOr the incumbent loeal exchimge carriers and 

would serve 16 raise the revel of risk for new entrants. The Commissionts new 

regulatory framework has established a process whereby Pacific and GTEe may seek 

a rate increase if their rate of relum falls below an established trigger level. This is the 
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proper means to handle their current request. 

Fourth. I am not convinced that it would ever be pOssible to distinguish the 

source of the revenue losses Pacific and GlEC claim. Alleged losses can be attributed 

to a variety of factors, including a negative variance in forecasting errOr In the IRO 

formula. general economIc conditions, and the inability of the companies to preserve 

the same universe of customers in a newly competitive environment In fac., in order to 

determine the merits of their claim, the Commission would have to examine the entire 

post·IRD intraLAlA toll market, including an earners prOviding intraLATA toll·· not just 

the results of Pacific and GTEC. This would be a monumental undertaking. Absent 

this level6f scrutiny, the Commission could never know with certainty that other toll 

carriers had not merely outstripped the performance of pacific and GTEC. 

In contrast, if the Commission reOpened the IRO case for the narrow purpose of 

examining t611 elasticity, this would completely ignOre the othet areas where these 

companies may have surpassed our earlier estimates. For example, Pacific has 

recently reported revenues of $639 million in intrastate toll revenues for the first six 

months of 1996 (a 3.9% increase over the fitst six months of 1995). In the second 

quarter of 1996. Pacifio's hllralAlA ton revenues increased by 7.7% Over the same 

period in 1995. These numbers appear to indicate that growth in toll markets is 

outstripping any losses to competition that Pacific has faced. even with a 6% loss of 

market share. Indeed, recent publIshed reports highlight how increasing demand for 

selVices such as Internet access and caller 10 have bOOsted incumbent local exchange 

company profits. PacifiC Telesis in particular has benefited from this surge in demand 

fOr internet service, with year·end net inCOme up 22% percent over 1995. It is certainly 

possible that this increased demand alleviates some of the aHeged shortfan Pacific and 

GTEC claim in their petition. 

Finally, I note that my concurrence on this decisIOn is consistent with my tecent 

dissent on the Franchise Impact caSe .0. 96-09-089 (see attached). Whife I still 

maintain my original position regarding franchise impacts. I note that the majority of this 

CommissiOn voted in that decision to aHow a further look at the claims of monetary 
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impacts to the monopoly franchIse. Therefore. I would c(mcede that procedurally, tho 

request dented hereIn Is mOre appropriately considered In that venue. It Is far more 

. rational to employ a- holistic approach to' the Issue of monetary iMpacts and avotd 

fragmenting any alleged Impacts into a forest of smaUer proceedings. 

I have carefuHy considered the companies' requests. In the interest of 

preserving the Integrity of the lAD decision, and our process in arriving at it, 'I reject 

reopening the case in the manner suggested. - Therefore, I cOncur in the decision of my 

colleagues. 

Dated February 19, 1997 in San FranctSCo. California. 

Iii Jessie J. Knight. Jr. 
Jesslo J. Kntghl, Jr. 

C()n'lmtsst6tlE~r 
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CO~I~IISSIO~ER JESSIE J, KNIGHT, JR., DISSENTING: 

In my three years of cx(X'cience as a Commissioner. never has a decision been so wide-Iy 
debated and analyzed within the California Public Utitities Commission. The issue before us 
regarding competitivc franchise impacts on the incumbent telephone utilities. generated five 
propOsed decisions, as many decisions as there are sitting Conmlissioners. With such focused, 
though varied pOsitions, one would have hoped that this coUegial body ultimately would be 
decisive and reach a sage result. Regrettably. this did not happen. In tpc end, compromise 
produced a decision which is neither decisive. nor wise in my opinion. Thus, I must strongly 
dissent from the \'ote of the majority. 

After having dedicated nearly a year of this Commission's limited resources to the franchise 
impact issue, the decision resolw-s \'ery liule. The niajority concludes that this phase of the 
local Competition proceeding was premature and that somelime after January I. 1997, at the 
behest of Pacific BeU (Pacific) or GTE California. Inc. (GTEC), the interested parties can re-visit 
the subject again. Additionally. the majority redefines the inquiry and ~n:".1tly btoadens the scope 
of the postponed Franchise Impact case unnecessarily. . 

Aside from being a waste of administrative resources, some might view the majority's 
decision as innocuous. or at least embrace the unfortunate belief that the decision does not deal a 
detrimental blow to this Commission's long term commitment to the promotion of competition in 
the telephone industry. I wish this decision truly promulgated so benign a circuinslancc .. 1 
believc that a close reading of the majority opinion will clearly rewal unforeseen and 
unintentional protection of the incumbent monolX>lies. The protection that the majority decision 
affords Pacific and GTEC is unwarranted. unnecessary and potentially destructive to our quest 
for full competition. 

As a result of the rnajorit}"s decision, Pacific and GTEC ernerge as big winners. and perhaps 
the only winners. Since the utilities could not persuade the Commission to compensate them in 
any amount, let alone the several billion dollars requested, then the next best outcome for these 
entities would be an expressly sanctioned opportunity to tl)' again. The majority has provided 
that opportunity. 

Virtually every theory raised in support of the utilities' compensation request is preserved or 
expanded by the majority decision. Moreover. potential competitors in the local ex.change 
market will find no comfo~ in the majority's positions. At best. the decision creates a 
discouraging atmosphere of uncertainty for new entrants into the market. At worst. the decision 
can be read as a foreboding message that higher economic risk is created because of an enhanced 
possibility of itwestrnent loss for new entrants into the local exchange market in California, as 
the incumbent monopolies seek to establish a treasure chest of future funds to bolster their e economic standing in the emerging competitive world. 
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The' Franchise Impact Claim 

The issue before us was prescribed in 0.95-07-054 as the examination of whether the rules 
which 

'''permit local exchange competition alter Our regulatory program so that it 
no longer affords Pacific and GlEC an opportunit)' to earn a fair rcturr. on 
invested capilat If \\'e find that there is nol such an opportunil)' to eam a 
fair return, then \\'e shall consider \\'hat measures. if an~'. are appropriate to 
ensure the fairness of our tegulatorv policies .... \\'e shall also coordinate 
this hearing \\'ilh the ... universal sef\'ice docket(s).''' (D.95-12-06i. slip 
op. p.IO, rn. 11 quoting from D.95-01-054. stip op. p. 33.) 

In response to the franchise impacts inquiry. Pacific and GlEC claim that the)' have a 
cOnstitutiOnal right to be compensated fOr Iheadverse effects of I<><:al competition because such 
competition. deVeloped pursuanlto this Commission's tutes. constitutes a taking under the Fifth 
Amendment (Takings Clause) and the Fourteenth Anlcndment (Due Process Clause) of the 
United States Cons·liluttOn. The taking argument is framed as the (onfiscation of shareholder 
property, either because Pacific and GTEC will be unable to recover past capital investments. or 
because shareholders \\'iII be denied the opportunity to earn a fair return on those investments. 

In the cast of a clairn of taking or confiscation of property, it is axiomatic tip\ the party 
reSpOnsible for the alleged taking be the party to which the claim is directed. In this case. the 
utilities' claiin that this Commission is the entity responsible for local exchange competition and 
therefore, the Commission is liable fot the alleged taking of Pacific and GlEe's right to earn a 
fair relUrn on inVested capital. Prior to February 8, 1996. such a claim might haw been credible" 
because the applicable law (The Telecommunications Act of 1934) gave the stntes primal)' 
jurisdictiOn oWr intrastate cOrilmunicatlon str\'ices (See Louisiana Public Sen'ice CommissiOn \'. 
F.e.c.) . However, on that date. the United States Congress passed the Teleconlmunications Act 
of 1996 (The Act), a statute which reasonably can be understood as effectively extinguishing the 
utilities' claims of this Commission's culpability in requiring local cQmp:=tition. The Act 
provides in relevant part: 

"No State or local statute or regulation, or other State or IOcalleQal 
requirement, may prohibit or have the erfe~t9f prOhibiting the abililY of 
any entity to provide any interstate or intrastate telecomrilUnications 
service." (emphasis added. Public Law 10-1-10-1, Section 253 (a).) 

"Nothing in this section shall J.ffect the abilil)' of a State to impOse. On a 
competiti\'ely nCUlral basis and consistent with seCtion 2S4, requirements 
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necessary to prc:serve and advance uniwcsal sto'ke. protect the publiC' 
safety arid welfarl". ensure the continued quality of tc:lecommunications 
services. and safeguard the rights of consumers." (fd. Section 253 (b}.) 

"If. aner notice an<J an opportunity for public comment. the Commission 
determines that a·State or local government has ~rmitted Qr imposed any 
state. regulation, or legal requirement that violates subsection (a) ot (b), 
the Commission shall preempt the enforcement of such statute. regulation, 
or legal requirement to the extent necessary to correct such \'iolation or . 
inconsistency.ft (ld. Section 253 (d).) 

During this proceeding. several parties commented on the effect of the Act on the instant 
franchise impact inquiry. (See discussion of comments in the majority decision. 0.96-09-089, 
slip op. pp. 9-12.). The Coalition and ORA assert that as a result ()f passage of the Act, the 
utilities' claims should be dismissed. ORA claims that pursuant to Article VI. clause 2 (the 
Supremacy Clause), Of the United States Constitution, the Act preempts the Commission's 
regulation of local competition. 

"The supremaC)' clause invalidates all state laws that conflict or interfere with an act of 
Congress .... ORA points out that both Pacific and GlEC have argued that e\'en With the most 
fa\'orable local competition rules, they will not have ail opportunity to earn a fair return. 
Therefore, ORA concludes that it is the fact of local competition. and not specific rules. that 
GTEe and Pacific contend prevents them from earning a fait tetUrTL Since the Act preempts the 
Commission's regulation, ORA asserts that the carriers' daims before Ihis Commission are moot 
and should be dismissed.h (ld., p.IO,) 

The Coalition argues the principles of traditional fault doc·trine. pointing out that "any 
franchise impacts c~niplained of are caused by the Act and w~uld occur if this Comnlission wcre 
to take no action. Therefore, the carriers have no dail'n against this Commission." (Id., p. I L) 

Commissioner Daniel Fessler and I reviewed the comments of DRA and [he Coalition and 
found them impressivc. \Ve jointly authored an alternate decision in which we concluded the 
following: 

"The Act mandates local exchange competition. The carriers' witnesses 
have te·stified that even under local competition rules that are viewed 
favorably by the carriers, the)' will experience a taking. In sO stating, the 
local conlpetition rules themselves are removed from the possible causes 
of the alleged taking. With passage of the Act, we no longer have the . 
aut~ority to 'remedy' takings by nOt allowing local compelition.- Therefore. 

3 
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we can not be the cause of claimc; that we have taken from Pacific and 
GlEC tlte opportunity to earn a fair return by authorizing local 
competition cQnsistent wilh the Act. \Vith the passage of the Ael, the 
taking claims asserted by Pacific and GTEe are moot and should th.::refore 
be dismissed." 

"Having arrived at this conclusion, this dedsiQn need not address further 
lhe evidence presented in support of the takings claims or the arguments 
on any legaJ obligations Ihis CommissiOn holds to compensate the 
carriers." (KnightIFessler Alternate. R.95·04-043~ Local Exchange 
Franchise Impacts. Item 11·3(' 6119/96 Agenda, pp.II.li) 

I continue to believe that Ihe KnightlFess1er conclusion is legally correct. pragmatiCally sound 
and that its adop.lion by this Commission would have served the best interests of Californians. It 
would ha.\'c prOvided the kind of expeditious. final result that affirmatively facilitates progress 
toward the types of ton~pelition evidenced in nOn-regulated indus"tries. It would have been a 
decisive r~sult that could only serve to promote the accomplishment of our corilpclilion goals. It 
would have been an econonlical preservation of our scarce resources. It would have proVided an 
invaluable nieasure of certainty (or potential enlrants to Ihe local exchange ['narkel. This inqUiry 
would have ended without financial or competiti\'c harm to Pacific and GlEC, since the utilities 
could still ha"e obtained remedy from the federal government. upon proof Ihat the local 
competition mandate contained in the Act \\·ould deprive them of the right (0 earn a reasonable . 
return on capital investment aild that such deprivation was a compensabJe taking. And last but 
far from being INSI, it wQuldhavc Obliterated a future round of government scrutiny (rom the 
eventual court disputes over this issue which surety will be forthcoming. 

Regrettably, the Commission did not adopt the KnightlFesster position. The majOrity dOes 
not explain why they did not find the arguments of ORA ~nd tpe Coalition mllte compelling. 
especially since they "agree with the Coalition and ORA that were we to take no action. the 
takings claim asserted by Pacific and GlEC would still occur." (D.96-09·089. slip op. p.12.) 

It is appropriate for us to consider how the niajority dismisses the applicability of the Act to 
the (ranchise inlpact inqUiry; "whether our local exchange competition rules ahers our regulator), 
program so Ihat Pacific and GTEC are not afforded an opportunity to earn a fair return On 
invested capita1. The majority dismisses, WilhoUl explanation. the applicability of the Act to the 
instant franchise impact inquiry and states: 

"In comments on the proposed decision. the carriers argue that the 
Commissiori must lake the effect of the Act into account. The act 
mandates local exchange competition. The carriers' witnesses have 

4 
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testified that cwn under local competition rules that ar~ \'iewed f3.\'or.lbly 
by the carriers. the)' will experience a laking. As discussed in Section 
4.1.1 .• the impact of competition cannot constitute a taking. Therefore. ~ 
will consider the evidence and arguments to detemline the impact of our 
loca1 competition rules together with' our depreciation poJkvon GTEC's 
and Pacificts opportunit)' to earn 3 fair return on their respecth'e 
in\·cstments. including their opportunity to (ecowr the depreciation 
expense in the emerging competitive telecommunications market." (D.96-
09-089. p.13.) 

It is my firm conclusion that the recently en'acted (February 8,1996) TelecommuniCations Act 
of 1'996 (the Act) prohlbits Slates from constraining loca1 competition. The taking claims 
asserted by the utilities mho,' must deri\'e from the Act and not from any local competition rules 
which this Commission is obliged to develop consistent with the Act. The test for this is simple. 
May the commission rescind its decision to Open the local market to competition? The answer is 
no. Therefore. local competition is not the result of this Commission's actions. 

The taking assertio!" is further augmented by the claims that b)' introducing local competition, 
the Commission abrogates the utilities' "exclusive franchise" and/or the Commission breaches 
the "regulatory compact" which prolecls the utilities from competition. Finall)'. cloaking 
themselves in the Constitution's Equal Protection Clause, utilities claims that the Commission 
must provide phone companies with transition ~ost relief analogous to the nOn-bypassablc 
Competitive Transition Charge (ere) provided in our Electric Services Restructuring lkcision 
(D.95-12-063. as modified by D.96-0 1-009). Pivotal to the utilities' quantification of the taking 
claims is the accounting mechanism which identifies the companies' impaired assets. described 
by Padfic as depreciation reserve deficiency or as uneconomic assets by GlEe. 

A taking argument is diflicult to prove and the courts woul~ tend to give deference to the 
government agenc}' charged with acting in the public interest. The majority decision provides an 
apt picture of the taking law. but does not emphasize how difficult a burden the proponent has in 
such a case. Constitutional taking is not cas)' (0 prove, as the following summary of "taking"'aw 
suggests. Generally, an unlawful taking or confiscation does not occur unless a regulation or rate 
is unjust and unreasonable (Duquesne light Co. v. Barac;h (1988) 488 U,S. 299.307; 20th 
Century Ins. Co, ". Gammendi (t994) 8 Ca1.4th 216. 292.) Whether a regulation or rate isjusl 
and reasonable depends on the balancing of the interests of the regulated entit), providing the 
ser\'ices and the interests of the consumers of such s':r\'ices. (Federal Power Com. v. Hope Nat. 
Gas Co. (1943) 320 U.S. 59l t 603; see also. 20th CentUlY Ins. Co. v. Garamendi. supra. 8 CalAth 
at p. 293.) "'The just and reasonable" principle dOes not require "that the cost of each company 
be ascertained and its rates fixed with respect (0 its own costs." , .. (14. citing Gites Lowery 
Stockyards \'. [Npl. of Agriculture (5th Cir. 1977) 565 F.2d 321,327.) "[A] regulated industry is 

5 
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not entitled. as a fila.tler of right. to rNlize a partie-ular rate of return. and the interests of the 
consuming public are also to be consideced in establishing rates." (W. at p. 324.) "That a 
particular rate may not cover the cost of a particular gOOd or service docs not work confiscation 
in and of itself'- (20th Century Ins. Co. \'. Garamendj. ~, 8 Ca1.4th at p. 293.) Further. a 
regulated entit), neither has a constitutional right to a profit nor a constitutional right against a 
loss. Uij. at p. 29.t) "The fixing of prices. like other applications of the police power. may reduce 
the \'alue of the property which is being regulated. But the fact that the value is reduced does not 
mean that the regulation is im·alid.- (Federal Power Com. v. Hope Nat. Gas Co .• supra. 320 
U.S.at p. 601). Competition alone cannot constitute adequate grounds for nn unconstitutional 
taking, occause the Constitution does not shield a utility fronl such business hazards (Public 
Servite Commission of Montana v. Great Northern Utilities Co., (1933) 289 U.S. 130. 135). 
Finany. it appears that an unconstitutional taking will not lie if there is an adequate method for 
obtaining individualized relief. "Recognizing that virtually any law which sets prices may prove 
confiscatory in practiCe, courts have cardully scrutinized such pro\'isions to ensure that the 
sellers will have an adequate remedy for relief from confiscatory rates." (CaUami Ins. Co. \'. 
Deukmeiian (1989) 48 Cat. 3d 805. 811.) . 

The majority decision correctl)' orders denial of the utilities taking claims rdared to the 
introduction of conlpelition in their local exchange markets (D.96·09·089, Ordering 
Paragraph 3). Because the recenlly enacted (February 8.1996) Telecommunications Act of 1996 
(the Act) prohibits states from constraining local cOnipetition, the taking claims asserted by the 
utilities now must derive from the Act and not from any local competition rules.which this. 
Commission is obliged to develop consistent with the Act. Accordingly. the taking claims 
related to local competition tules are moot arid should be dismissed. 

I find the e\'idence clear and convincing that a takings has not occurred. nor does it appear 
that a taking of utility property is likel)' to occur. I find nothing in the analysis of stock price data 
that indicates the opening of the local telecommunications n1aJ'ket to competition constitutes a 
taking. EVen if one assumes a reduction in the value of the stock price of a utitity, that is not, in 
and of itself. eVidence of a taking. The stock price simply rdlects the investors expectations of 
the ,'alue of the company at a point in lime. SimpJya reduclion in these expectalions does not 
constitute a taking. In rcviewing the finanCial projections of the telephone companies, 1 am not 
convinced that a lakings is ever likel}' to occur. The Commission is only responsible fot the 
effects of its regulatory actions. The gowrnment is not responsible for shortfalls in earnings due 
to competitive losses, for shortfalls that occur as the result of poor managerial decisions. for 
shortfalls that result because of economic conditions, nor for shortfalls that result from 
technological changc. Rather. it is the obligation of government as regulator. to allow for ulilities 
to have a fair opportunity to earn a fair return on their investments dedicated to public service. In 
my mind, Pacific still has this opportunity. 
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The Second Rite a\ the Apple 

The majority decision concludes that, bas~d on the evidence presented. Pacific and GlEC 
failed to persuade this Commission that the implementation of local exchange competition would 
ad\'ersel)' impact the utilities' opportunit)' to earn a fair relurn on capital investment. -That 
decision should ha\'e signaled the end of this case. Asa matter of law, -decisions made by this 
Commission are limited by and reflective of the underlying record (Camp Meeker \Vater System, 
Inc. \'. Public Utilities Com. (1990) 51 Ca1.3d 845. 864; see also. California Manufacturer; Assn. 
\'. Public Utilities Com. (1979) 24 Cal.3d 263. 265~ see also Rule t.2 of the Commission's Rules 
of Practice and Procedure, Cat. Code of Regs. til. 20. paragraph 1.2 which states: "the 
Commission shall render its decision based on the evidence of record.-). If the party seeking a 
remedy does not cart}' its burden: then .the answer to its inquiries is negative! (Aetna Ins. Co, \'. 
lli:!k. (1928) 275 U.S. 440. 441-448). 

In this case. Pacific and GTEC did not tall)' their burden. In fact, according to the majority. 
the utilities' quantitath'c evidence of adverse impact on future earnings is so speculath'c that "it 
should be given no weight." (0.96-09-089. slip op. p, 59). [Xspite this dear rejection of the 
quantitative evidence. it is cur!6us that the majorit)' excuses the utilities' unpersuasive 
presentations: 

"This speculation was necessary due to the timing of this proceeding. 
TeSlimon}' was submitted before Our local exchange competition rut~s 
were adopted." (0.96-09-089~ slip op. p. 59.) . 

InexpJicably. the majority perceiVeS prematureness uS a relevant concern, ewn though the 
applicant utilities did nol. The utilities chose the evidence and made their showing knowing full 
well that the franchise impact issues would be heard before resolulion oftheCommission's local 
competition interim rules. Furthermore. the utilitIes' testimony apparentl)' anticipates the 
question of prematureness and deems it irrelevant. Both Pacific and GTEC conclude that their 
respective pOsitions on the franchise Ini.pact issue will be unaffected by thc outcome of the 
Commission's local competition rules. 

"Pacific's witness Darbee testified that Pacific will not have an opportunity 
to cam a (air return even it alllhe then-~nding loca.l exchange 
conipelition roks were resolved in Pacific's fa.vor. GTECs witness 
MacA,·oy presented testimony which arrlved at the same conclusion," 
(0.96-09-089. Finding of Facl t. p.61.) -

The majority's express inVitation to the utilities to renew their request for franchise impact 
compensation "after January 1. 199r was neither a legal nOr a pragmatic necessity. Pacific and 
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GTEC management are quite familiar with COmmission procedures Md ace fully cognizant of all 
the routes to gain C"n\mission reconsideration of any n'tatter they may ha.\'c concern. 
furthermore, the cornerstone of the utilities' compensation request. the constitutional taking 
argument. always can be renewed, particularly when changed circumstances or new facts form 
.he basis for the renewed reque~t. Therefore. it seems clear that Ihe majority's rNpplication 
invitation was not netessaJ)'. Moreover, when onc considers Ihe utilities' evidentiary decisions in 
the instant proceeding, it appears that the jnvitalion also was undeserved. When one considers 
the utilities' "excused~ speCUlative testimony and lhe r('application in\,itationtogether, the 
following statement from the majority decision seems to ha\'c special impOrtance: 

"We reemphasize the important distinction we made ... between protecting 
Ihe carriers from competition-- \\'hich the Commission will not do -- and 
mitigating any deprivation of Ihe carriers' oppOrtunity (0 earn a fair return 
on their investment resulting from our (sic) adopted ncw regulatory 
program and on-going NRF regulation. The carriers should be careful to 
reflect this distinction in an)' presentation of evidence that our regulatory 
program deprives them of the opportunity to earn a fair rC'turn. We note 
that though the concept of losses due to competition was debated, the 
parties did not debate the roc"a) competition a~<;umprions Pacific appJied in 
the scenarios it presented. The~e scenarios. allhQugh spsculatiw_ provide 
us with a sense of the possible impJct of regulatory and markel olltcomes 
which we would like to further consider once our new n;~€uJatory progran]S 
have been completed." (0.96-09-089, p. 61.) . 

It is unclear whether the majority was positi\'t~ly impressed by Ihe speculatiw quantitati\'e 
c\'idence or simply wanted to see if Ihe speCUlation became fael On('(' the "new r('gulatory 
programs" become effective. It is unclear whether Ihe majority felt that only the "debate" on 
Pacific's local conl~tition assumptions were missing. As intirpated by the above citalion, it 
appears that the utilit}' scenarios sen'c as Ihe basis for thc revised franchise impact inquiry which 
the majority adopts. A more troubling reading is whether the utility "scenarios" have become the 
blue print for the majority's revision of Ihe franchise impact inquiry. Knowing and respecting 
the \'iew of eaeh of my colleagues in Ihe majority regarding to their indi\'idual beliefs on 
~ompetition. I am not persuaded that the laller is lrue. Each Commissioner is thoroughly 
dedicated to the rapid evolution of compelition. I only highlight th(' possible misinteq>relalion by 
less informed parties who may become im'ol\'cd in some future inquiry of the Commission. 

The New Franchise Impact Issue a A Big Target 

C~rtainly the majorily·s reappliCation in\'itation says more than "come back", Instead of 
considering the utilities' opportunitie.s to earn a fair return in Ihe context of local exchange 
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_ competition rules, the inquiry we enunciated in D_95-07-054. the majority redefines and broadens 
the franchise impact issue. The new franchise impact in~uiry as embodied in the Order is as 
follows: 

"whether our adopted new regulatory program embodied in the roadmap 
proceedings combined with the NRF-estabtished depreciation methods 
will depri"e them of the opportunity to earn a fait relurn on their ·regulated 
assets· ... (d.96-09-0S9. Ordering Paragraph 7. p. 72.) 

Before concluding the Order, the majority adds this guidance: 

"The carriers may concurrently reconlOlend recovery mechanisms to 
mitigate any adverSe effects of our regulatory policies. The carriers should 
specify who will be charged for the recOVery. In their applications, the 
carriers should also specif)' what portion of thei.r 'regulated assets' subject 
to our re\'ised regulatory program should be considered in determining the 
impact of our policies." (D.96-09-089. Ordering Paragraph 7. p. 73.) 

By adopting an expansive approach to the franchise ini.pact inquiry. the majority introduces 
the high risk of creating a real. though unintended, barrier to the advent of full compe-tition. The 
majority invites the proliferation of proceedings and ex.tensive reargument of well-sealed 
Commission positions, decided as long as seven )'eats ago when the CommissiQn adopted the 
New Regulatory Framework (NRF) (DS9-1O-031, 33 CPl!C 2~J 43) 

While the majority deCision apparently provides the ex.press opportunity for Pacific and 
GTEC to re-argue issues that were decided in 1995 and 1996, out of economic self interest and 
with nothing to lose. the carriers rnay attempt to re-argue all issues and decisions in which they 
did not originally prevail before the Commission. Most likely. they will seek to reverse our 
determination in D.96-03-020, (i.e. resale decision), that no taking had occurred. literally. 
hundreds of calls were made within the 199-t Implementation Rate Design (IRD) decision that 
will be \'ulnerable to new claims of franchise loss and assertions of negative impact on the 
incumbent carriers_ Conversely. sorne interveners might employ this opportunity to re-litigate 
the Airtouch decision and the 1995 NRF Review decision. The Southwestern Bell 
Corporation/Pacific Telesis merger application may also be implicated. In essence, the majority'S 
broad reapplication invitation will serve as the unintended excuse for rdiligation of ANY issue 
that has even a modicum of c6rmection to local compelilion issues. NO issue will be safe or 
settled. The yoke of regulation will continue to be the albatross around the neck of the induSh)'. 

The present franchise impact case has been a lime intensive inquiry and has taken nearly a 
year. It is not a pleasant thought to (orecast how long it will take to complete the D1ajoril)"s new 
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mega-proceeding. and how the slK-er size and lenglh of such 3. proceeding might ad\'trsety impact 
the evolution of competition. 

This Commission. under Public Utilities Cooe se~tiQn 170S. always retains Ih~ right to 
change previous Commission decisions. Howewt. this broad inquiry sets 3. dangerous precedent 
that appears to subject all that was established in the man:h to cQrnpctition to wholesale 
reevaluation. Such 3. belated assessmcnt. or evcn the appearance thereof. could ~eJiously . 
undermine the entire enterprise to de-regulate. if not by actual changes in policies and rules, at 
least by the chilling effect such an inquil)' will likely have on pOtential entrants to the newly 
opened market. 

. 
Elcclric Industry }<~ramcwork Not Applicable 

The majority concludes thal ":(tlhe fundamental similarity between the electric and 
telecon;muniC'ations industries is their transition from monopoJy to competiti\'e eR\'ironments 
and the role the commission plays in directing that transition. However, this similarity is far 
outweighed by the looming differences. The majority'S decision spends a few scant lines Slating 
that the situation between these industries is comparable. The majority's conclusionaJ), 
statements are unpersu3sive. The majority reaches the conclusion that the showing Padfic and 
GTEC nlade are not entirely inconsistent with the criteria the Commission laid out in its electric 
restructuring decision.' They cannot be more incorrect. In the electric' restructuring decision. 
the Commission did allow the electric utilities to recowr costs associated with uneconomic' 
assets. Howc\'cr. the Commission refused to do so on the basis of the kind of sPecu1ative 
information offered by the P.lcific Bell and GTEC. Rather the Commission simply staled that the 

. ulilities would be allowed to recover the difference bet\\'een the market value of their assets and 
the book value of those same assets. There are three ways a utility may seek to establish a market 
value for these assets: I) sell the asset. 2) spin the asset off to shareholders. or 3) seek a maJket 
valuation by an independent valuation expert. Each of these options are based upOn the 
economic value of the asset and compares that to the book value of the asset. In addition. any 
assets with book ,'alues greater than their maJket value are netted out against those assets with a 
market value that exceeds the book vatue. Neither Pacific nor GTEC calculated their 
"stranded assets" in a similar fashion. Here it is important to nole that the electric utilities had 
a market to book ratio much closer to 1: I than was the case for either Pacific Ben or GTEC. 

A second difference between the situation in the eJe\Ctric industry and the telecommunications 

II-note thal the language of the decision Implies that in the majority's own minds. the 
showings are not entirely consistent with criteria established in our electric restructuring decision 
either. 
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industry is that the ~ommission has fundamentally altered the- pricing of the utilities scryice 
offering in the electric industry. The ekctric utilities are directed to pass along to consumers 
only the cost of purchasing power in the Power Exchange to consumcrs. If this price is not 
sufticient for the utility to recover both its going-forward operating costs and its sunk costs, the 
electric utility is allowed to recoVer the difference. However the electric utility may do so only to 
the extent that rates do not raise abOve current levels. In the telecommunications industry, 
Pacific seeks to recowr its "compensation" thorough an increase in rates above today's levels or 
through a surcharge on existing rates. Hence, the eleclric utilities were seeking only (0 

('ontinue to rec(n"er those ('osls already in rates \\hile Pacific Is arguing for reco'"ery of new, 
higher costs. In essence, the electric utilities seek to unbundle their uneconomic stranded cost 
recovery from existing rates and seek recowry through a surcharge on those that continue to use 
its distribution system. 

A third difference between the stranded cost issue fot electric utilities and the circumstances 
fadng the Con'lmission In the telecon'lnlunkatiOn industry is that in the electric industrYt the 
utilities ate only provided an opportunit)' to recover these "stranded costs". The utilities are 
allowed to recover those costs that the rnarkel will allo\\" recovery. The electric utilities are 
allowed to recover stranded it'l\'tstment only until December 31. 2001. There is 110 guarantee 
that the utility will full), recoWr these stranded costs. 

In the electric industry, the California. legislature has spelled out \"ery specific guidelines 
regarding how and When the utilities are allowed to recover uneconomic costs. -Rates are frozen 
at 1996 Je\'els and the utilities are able to forego future rate decreases that would otherwise occur, 
and use this amount to recoVer stranded costs. The utility is allowed to forgo these rate 
reductions and retain the revcnues. only until the year 2002 or until the uneconomic costs are 
full)' recovered. In addition, the utility is allowed a reduced rate of return because of the reduced 
risk of recovery of these uneconomic sunk costs. The utilil)' is not guaranteed a fair rate of 
return, only a fair opportunity to earn a fair return. Furthermore, the utility explicitly described 
what costs are recoverable as uneconomic costs. This bears no resemblance to the scheme that 
the incumbent local telephone companies have in mind" 

And finally. the majority o\'crlooks the most fundamental difference between the electric 
utilities and the incumbent local exchange carriers.· The electric companies were regulated under 
rigorous traditional cost of service regulation and each of the n13jor investments for which the 
utilit)' would be eligible for recoVery were expressly approved by the Commission. which found 
their construction to be in the public interest. The local telephone companies haw been 
regulated under the New Regulatory Framework (NRF) since 1990 and since then have ~en at 
risk for any and all uneconomic investments. In addition, the telecommunicatioflS industry was 
not subject to the same degree of review (or the specific investments they now claim are 
uneconomic. The Commission has allowed the telecommunications business the flexibilily to 
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managl! their own affairs. while it has r~tained cost of sec\"ice regulation and feasonabknc-ss 
rtvie\~'s fOf the regulation of the eJe(tric utiiities. In essence, the ele~tric utilities inwstmcnt 
decisions w~re much more subject to specific commission oversight and hence. the responsibility 
of the Commission to assure recovery is heightened. This is not. and should not, be the case in 
te)~ommunications. 

No E\'idcnte of Impaired Ability to Eatn }"air Return 

As I reviewed the financial projections of Pacific and GlEC. they apJX'ared to be overly 
pessimistic and to overstate the impact of regulatory changes on the present and prospective 
fortunes of the company. In fact, it could be argued that the constant pessimistic outlook that 
permeated PaCific's projections led the markelto under \'atuc- Pacific Telesis's stock, producing 
lackluster stock results and resulting in Southwestern BeU COrpOration \'iewing the stock price 
favorably and hence spurring their proposed acquisition of Pacific Telesis. 

Even the majority condudesthat Pacific and GlEe did not adequately pro\'e that the 
Commission's regulatory program would impair the carriers opportunity to earn. The evidence 
in this case as put fOilh by Pacific and GTEC is nOlonly speculative, it is utterly unpersuasi\"e. 

As I prepared for the ,ore on this case, I made 3 special effort to review Pacific's financial 
and business conditions. According to publicly a\'ailable data regarding Pacific's stock price. as 
of September of 1996. Pacific Bell had outperformed aU other companies in its stock price 
performance since July of 199.5. In fact, it outperformed the S&P 500 o\"CC that same time 
period. 

Pacific Bell is experiencing tr~mendous growth in its market. Pacific is coming off ~ record 
2"" quarter. well on its way 10 a wl)' good )'ear. Pacific Telesis operating income fot the first six 
months of 1996 increased a staggering 18%, S 182 million, O\W the operating income for the 
first six moths of 1995. This increase in operating income resulted from a surge in reWnues of 
5.4% combined with a modest increase in expenses, including depredation. of just 1.7 %. Net 
income increased by 6.8% reflecting a 5 cent gain, to 66 cents in earnings ('Cr share for the 2nd 
quarter of 1996 owr 2nd quarter 1995. ' 

.. Total access lines in st'r't'ice increased b)' a record 726,O(X) lines in 1996 or 
4.7 percent year OWr )·ear. as business access lines grew even faster than the 
record-selling pace of the first quarter. rising to 5.7 percent. Residential lines 
grew 4.2 percent year over year. up from a 3.1 percent annual growth rate 
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through the first quarter." ! 

The fact of the matter is that Pacific Bell is selling more access lines now than it did prior to 
the Commission opening the market In fact, revenues for loca1 service for the first six months of 
1996 is up $99 million dollars over the same six months in 1995 an increase in 10cal serviCe 
revenues of 5.2%. 

'Toll market share loss of 6 percent was less than we expected. while the 
o\'erall toll market grew 3t a strong rate 99 13 percent at )'car~nd." Phil 
Quigley FebruaI)' 23, 1996 discussing 1995 resuhs of operations. ;, 

Pacific Bell reported revenues of S639 million in intrastate Toll revenues for the first six 
months of 1996. This represents an increase Of 3.9% o\"er the revenues for the first six months of 
1995. O\'er the past 12 months Pacific Bell's revenues for intra LATA service has increased ewn 
in the face of competition. In (acl. for the 2r)d quarter of 1996. Pacific's IntraLATA toll revenues . 
increased by 7.7% Q,'er the s:1me period in 1995. Clearly. the growth of the toll markets is 
outstripping the losses to competition Pacific has faced. Despite a mjrket share toss of aoout 
6%. Pacific has secn ttemendous growth in its toll revenues. For the first year of competition in 
the intraLATA toB market the rate of increase in the size of the market more thall offset. by a 
factor of two. the loss of market share by Pacific .. 

"Estimated access minutes·of-use for the second quarter continued t9 be 
strong. up a substantial 10.0 percent from the s:J.me period last year: 8.4 
percent interstate; 11.9 percent inttasfate."1 

[t is an undisputed fact that the access market is booming in California and Pacific Bell is 
.we)) positioned in this COn'lpelili\'e market. It can be argued that Pacific's tow access rates are a 
competitive ad\'ant~ge because its access rates are the lowest ip the countl)' and could serve as a 
competiti"e deterrent compared to rates in other parts of the country.s Intrastate access revcnues 
are up 6.1 % for the first half of this year as compared to the first six. months of 1995. This is true 
despite the Commission opening the transpOrt market to competition in 1995 and the existence of 
sewral viable (acilities9 based carriers in this high capacity market. On the interstate side. 
revenues are also up increasing 5.6% over last year~ Despite competition, Pacific has seen its 
access minutes and its access reVCnue.s increase. 

2 Pacific Telesis Press Release Pacific Telesis Reports Record Selling Illcrt'aSt's IN 
New Customer Lilies ilZ Second Quarter, Juty IS. 1996. 

) Phil Quigley Letter to Shareowners. February 23. 1996 
~ Ibid 

sUBS Securities Analysis and Buy Reconlmendation of PaCific Telesis. July 9. 1996 
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.. Accelerated demand for data services continued in the second quarter, as 
intensified marketing efforts dre",' more cu~tO~rs to Pacific Bell's FasTrak 
service family. including Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN), Frame 
Rela)', Switched Multi-megabit Digital Service and Asynchronous Transfer 
Mode. New lines placed in service fot ISDN, idea1 for high. speed 
telecommuting and Internet access. grew 129.4 percent year OVer )'ear. 
Demand for high-capacity OS I and OS) lilies is Sk)TOCketing. OS I lines 
Erew three times as fast, and OS3 lines grew twice as fasl, as the growth of 
both facilities at this time last year.'>6 

Pacific's market in these high value seo'ices is booming. These are the type of high \·olume. 
high value se£','ices that should face the first impact from the Commission competitive policies. 

Targeted promotions to consumers increased sales of custom calling sePo'ices beyond the 1.5 
million mark, an Increase of 23.4 percent. Call Return. (or exan'lple. which Pacific Bell 
introduced on a "pay-per-use" basis in April. is prooucing more than S5 million of revenue per 
month. Voice mailboxes in sen'ice reached 1.6 milllon'as of the end of the second quarter 1996. 
generating year owr year growth of 24.0 percent. In July. Pacific Bell also launched its Caller ID 
service. which has experienced tremendous success in other regions and which PaCific anticipates 
to be a S50 million market in two years. Because of the strong growth in these and other service 
Pacific faced an increase in Other Sen'ice Revenues of 6.4%.1 _ 

ReveJiues (or Pacific increased for the first half of 1996 by 5242 million oVer the same period 
last year. Revenues for the first half of 1996 exceed 51% of the revenues the company received 
in 199-1 prior to IRD and IntraLATA toU con1petition. Giwn the rale of growth in Su man)' areas 
of the services offered by PJcific Bell. it is very likel)' lhat Pacific Bell rC\'cnues will ~ slronger 
than prior to the introduction Of cotnpetition, 

, 
A(ter re\'iewing Ihis publici)' available information, I can find no reason to conclude that 

Pacific's financial integrity is at risk because of our local competition ruks. nor can I find that 
given these earnings and reVenue figures that Pacific's opportunity to eJrn has been impaired. In 
my view. the financial condilion of Pacific is healthy and growing. 

The constitutiOn of the United States. as amended by the bill of rights protects against the 
confiscation of property by government has come to mean that regulators must not regulate in a 
fashion that denies an individual or a corporation a fair return On capital dedicated to public 
service and subject to regul~tion. I have taken a solcnln oath to up·hold this constitutional 

6 Pacific Telesis July 18. 1996 Press Refease 
) Ibid 
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protection, This commission has an obligation to regulate in a manner that prevents sueh on. 
taki1l8 of public protxrty. I believe we have. The roles we ha\'e adopted for local competition 
and the roles gowrning our regulation of the incum~nt local exchange camer provide the utility 
with a fair opportunity to earn, If I believed otherwise. I would be obligated to revise those rules 
so as to allow for such an opportunity. 

[fPacific or GTEC felt that the Commission's decisions regarding depredation had dcpri,'ed 
it of an opportunity to eain a fair return. Pad fie ~hould have ·filed for a rehearing of those 
decisions which established the depredation schedules currefltly in place. However. Pacific did 
not file such an appeal. Hence, they should not be allowed to argue that that past decision 
resulted in a taking. In fact. this Commission clearly stated its intention to open all markets to 
competition by January t. 1997 in Nowmbei and IRcember of 1993. Since that time, the LECs 
ha\'e had two opportunities to file teptescription applications, The Commission has acted 6n 
both of those, granting the requests of the utilities_ Yet, the incumbent LEe's have not sought to 
appeal these dedsions. . 

The Commission explicitly outlined the pararneters under which conditions Pacific and 
GlEC could apply to increase their rates. GlEC and Pacific would ~ allowed in increase their 
rates if their earnings, Cell below a certain benchmark for tWo consecutive years. This fralilework 
was nOt found to be unreasonable or unfair. 

On the issue of which earnings should be counted in determining the "total picture" of the 
change wrought b)' the recent changes In the regulation of the le1ccommunications industry. the 
decision of the majority concludes that we look ex.clusi\'ely to those lines of business subject to 
Commission rate- setting. This apptoach excludes revenues from those services which have been 
moved to category III under NRF. as wen as those which were not part of the historical scope of 
the regulated business. I am concerned that included within this excluded category are the 
revenues that theU;:C anticipates earning as a long-distance carrier. If this is the case, the 
majority would have us ignore the prize which Pacific sought ~s .the animating goal of the vcry 
changes it confronts. In reaching this conclusion, the majority relies upon Calfarm IIISIIrtlnCe 

Co. \'. Deukmejian, 48 Ca13d 805(1989). Reliance On this decision is misplaced. In Calfanll. 
the insurance companies subjcctto proposition 103 sought to exclude from the affects. test lines 
of insurance which the)' had historkally offered, but which (ell outside the terms of the approved 
initiati\·c. The majorit)' dedsion seeks to exclude from the consideration of whether our e\'olving 
regulatory scheme allows the utilit), 3. fait opportunity to earn benefits which accrued to Pacific 
as a result of the change. Parties that present us wilh a claim (ot compensation for the pain 
caused by local c0l11petillon but also ask us to ignore the gain that was explicitly part of the 
"dea'" seek to draw a "cil of fiction OWr the face of fact. Such an approach IS anti-factual and 
ignore.s the symmetrical quid pro quo of the opening ALL markets to competition which was and 
is the commission's policy. 
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IJalandng the In((,~(,5ts of All 

I fe("lthat is m}' obJigation. and the obligation of this commission 10 re\'iew the claims rnade 
by the incumbents with the greatest of care. Just as we are obligated to allow these carriers an 
opportunity to earn a fair rate of return. we arc also obligated to protect the public interest and to 
insure lhat the rates for telecommunications. services offered by these LECs and others remain 
''just and reasonable", 

There is only one wa)'lhal Pacific Bell can recover costs associated with "franchise impacts" 
and Ihat is by raising Ihe cost of telecommunications seC\'i<:es in Catiforn'ia, Either Pacific Bell is' 
allowed to raise ils own rates. or the Comnlission will allow rcco\'cl)' \'ia a All End-User 
Surcharge (AEUS). Eilher way, the cost of lelecOmmu nical ions services in California will 
increasc. Allowing Pacific to recover so called impaired in\'cstmentS will have ihe sanlc imp.1ct 
on the state's economy as a lax and an increased hurdle for new entrants into the market. 

Such reco\'er)' will raise the cost of te1ecommunicatior.~: in California. This will neg.1tiwl)' 
.impact those C3.liforniabusinesses that are in te1cconlmunkatiol'lS intensive businesses. including 
the rapidly growing but nascent multi-media 31\d Internet services businesses. Ihe most promising 
sectors of Our economy. Not ont)' will higher (etecornmunications prices negatively impact the 
information age industries upOn which California's (uture rests, inflated prices adwrsely impacts 
Ihis sector disproportionately relative to other industry sectors. 

Moreover. the increased price of telecommunications that \\'ould resull by granting the tEC 
request for franchise impacts would have the result of lowering the disposable income of 
California. This Will have a secondary dfect or lowering the demand for other goods and 
scn .. ices in California and reducing the profitability of California companies. 

, 

There can be no doubt that the higher rates that resuh fron'lcompensation will result in (c\\'er 
jobs and will hinder economic growth and investnlent in Califotnia. The only debate is by how 
much. \Ve do nol know Ihe magnitude or the impact granting compensation fot local 
competition will be. Howc\'er. we do know, with certainty that it will dampen economic growth. 
and job creation. 

The decision of the majority creates a great deal or uncertainty in Ihe marker pI ace. This le\'et 
of uncertainty \\'ill serve as a barrier lOentry in California. Potential entrants need to know. with 
some certainly the regulatory structure in the marketplace. The decision of the majority leaves 
the question of franchise impJcts hanging o\'er the marketplace for a period of time that feeds 
investment uncertainly. 

If compensation is granted, the competitiveness of the market may be comprorilised. if other 
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entrants are fOfl..'ed to ~ar the cost of r.:-covery. For exanlple. if com~nsation is granted and the 
funds are raised via a end-user surcharge. ralher than recowl)' through the rates of the LEC. new 
entrants will face this cost. Hence this cost would be a barrier to entr),. 

For this plethora of reasons. I believe that the Commission must cardull)' weigh the claims of 
the incumbent LEe's c1aiming compensation for our regulatory program. We. as a Commission. 
have an obligation to balance the interest of the pubJic with that or the carriers we regulate. We. 
as a Commission. have an obligation to promulgate rules for local competition that are fair to all 
competitors. nOljust the incumbents. We. as a Commission. have an obligation to ensure we set 
rates at le\'els that are just and reasonable yet provide an opportunity to earn a fair return. Unlike 
the nlajority. I belie\'e th~t \\'e have done .50. I am (olwinced that out current regulatory structure 
pro\'ides the incumbent monopolies the opportunity to earn a fair return on their investment as 
required by the Constitution of the United States. If I believed otherwise. I would not have voted 
for our rules governing the opening Of local markets 10 competition. 

In conclusion. the scope of this proceeding was linlited to ".he issue of whether the rules that 
permit local exchange competition alter our regulatory prograni so that it no longer affords 
pad~c and GTEC an opportunity to earn a fair return on invested capital.'; (D.95-07-05-1. slip 
op .• pp 33.) In addition, the objective of the case was not to determine the extent of any takings. 
rather simply to determine if our regulatOl)' program affords Pacilic and GTEC and opportunity 
to earn a fair rate of return. 

The majority reaches the conclusion that "We cannot find at Ihis lime that our local 
competition rules have changed our regu1;llory structure so drastically as to have violated our 
obligation to ensure an opportunity to earn a fair return on investment and a fair oppOrtunity to 
recoVers invested capital for either GTEC or Pacilic." (Conclusion of Law 71.) I also reach that 
conclusion. Howe\·er. I differ froni my COlleagues who voted in the majority. allOWing .he 
incumbent monopolies another chance to reassert their claims, claims that may produce results 
that may chill the growth of competition in the telecommunications sector and its allied sectors 
throughout the California economy. 

Dated September 20, 1996 In San Francisco. California. 

lsi Jessie J. Knight. Jr. 
lessie J. Knight. Jr. 

Commissioner 
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Com"mlssioner Josiah L. Neeper Dissenting 

I dissent prinlarily bC(\lUSC the record is insufficient to ,,'arnlnt the 

conclusions reached in the nlajority decision. As subnlitted to us ,yith facts 

that arc material and in dispute, this decisior\ does nol persuad~ me to support 

a disnlissal of the petitlon. 

The disnlissal of the petition under the circunlstances of disputed 

issues is tantamount to a sun\n\ary disn'lissal. The standard to grant or 

deny a petition to n\odify is articulated in the Commission's Rules of 

Practice and Procedure 47(h). Rule 47(h) states that "In response to a 

petition for nlodification, the Con\mission may modify the decision as 

requested, nlodify the aflected portion of the decision in son\e other \vay 

consistent \\,ith the requested modification, set the matter for further 

hearings or briefing, stunn'larily deny the petition on the ground that the 

Conlolission is not persuaded to modify the decision, or take other 

appropriate action." (tmderUue supplied) 

We nUlst consider whether lve can dispose of the Petition no\\' and 

in suololary fashion. To dispose of the petition in this nlannei', ,ve nlust 

consider the facts presented to us and deternline that we are not persuaded 

to olodify the decision, and hence deny the petition,' 

1 Rr Pacific Gas an,1 fltyl,i( C('.mplmy~ 45 CPUC M 178, ISO (l99i) (D.92-07-{178). In that dedsion, the 

Commission found that summaJ)' judgmcnt is a means of disposing of an action \\'ithout IJial where there 

arc tJO disputt"!l issues of material fact. (Id.) 
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This Petition has been nlet with a l\un\bcr of opposing responses. 

These responses intentionally put in dispute the inlportanl, lllaterial f,lcts 

proposed by the Petitioners and the conclusions dr,lwn by Petitioners (1'0111 

the underlying data. Arc the disputed (acts Inaterial? The Petitioners and 

Respondents both argue for this rllateriality. Obviously, the Respondents 

do not stipulate that the facts asserted by Petitioners are correct, so as to 

pern\it us to D'take a final decision providing some relief for Petitioners. If 

the facts are as the Respondents assert, there is far less basis for any 

decision granting relielto Petitioners. We nlUst then first conclude that the 

disputed lacts are n)aterial to a decision in the n\att~r. Secoi\dly, ,,'e n\ust 
' .. 

conclude that disputes anlong the parties cOl\cerningI11aterial (acts prevent 

a disposition of the Petition at this time either in favor of or against it based 

on a SU010\ary judgnlent type action. 

An alternative consideration of SUn\Olary disposition is appropriate. 

Can \\'e conclude that Petitioners are eiltitied to no relief whatsoever, even 

if all the facts are accepted as the Petitioners assert thenl, including all the 

inferences and conclusions to be fairly dn\\vn based on those facts? My 

conclusion is that it is not clear that Petitioners ,,'ouid be entitled to all the ' 

relief they seek. It is not clear they would be entitled to 110 relief, either. 

They nlay well be entitled to sol'ne relief subject to their proving their 

allegations that the Cooln'lission's estinlate of factors that affected their 

revenues differ radically fron) what the Petitioners have actually no\\' 

experienced. TIle lack of clarity com.es fron\ the fact that the conlplex facts 

asserted by Petitioners are irtcoIl\plete for appropriate resolution in light of 

the broad discretion \\'e have in acting on a Petition to Modify. The factual _' 
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record in this respect needs sllppleJnenting, and factual disputes require 

resolution. 

In denying the Petition, the m~jority dedslol\ reli(ls on sever,ll 

assertions that arc used as bases for denial of the Petition. Each of these issues 

arc disputed by the parties. First, what did the Conu'nission intend by a 

"revenue neutral" rate design in Decision 94-09-065 (the IRD Decision)?' Arc 

applicants asking lor a revenue adjustnlent nlechanisO''t they previously 

opposed? Also interjected in this Petition is \\'hether the Con\nlission's 

decisiol\ to GTEC's request lor rehearing in 1992 settled at least GTEC's part of 

the Petition. I "'ill briefly express my views on each of these issues. 

- Revenue neutrality 

The nlajority decision's analysis of "revenue neutrality" disregards 
-

the tUlans\\'ered question that \vhether the Conlnlission, in establishing a 

revenue neutral rate rebalancing, would ignore an egregious difference 

between forecast and the reality later experienced in any of the elen\ents of 

its rate design. Clearly, the Comu\ission did not guarantee teVer\ue 

neutrality for each rate elenlent in the IRD rate rebalancing. The 

Conllllission sought revenue neutrality in the overall clln\ulative effect of 

aU changes; no single fate elen\ent was guaranteed the forecasted revenue. 

I-Iowever, this does not nlean that the Con'tn'tissi01\ should not review its 

actions ,,'hether a single rate design by itself filay warrant an exatllination , 
I 

of the Con\nlission's rate rebalancing effort to detennine \\,hether it 

cOJllo\itted atl egregious error cOIl\pared to reality later experienced. 

In the Petition before us, applicants asSert that the Commission had 

conlnlitted an error of such nlagnitude in the estimates adopted for toll and 
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switcht'd access services conlpared 10 realily later experienced that an update 

should be nlade to nlake then\ \\'hole. Respondents urge us to deny the 

Petition alleging, anlong other things, that "revenue ncutr\l1ity" ll\ust 

consider other revenue changes; although, they point to SC(lnt examples 

and provide us with no concrete facts. A few exan'lplcs will suffice to sho\\' 

the inadequacy of the rec.ord. 

First, opponents of the Petition allege that other factors exist that 

could have affected applicants loll volumes and revenues al)d subsequelltly 

led to shortfalls in revenues. Several factors vie for candidacy in. this 

respect, including the state of the econolhy and loss due to COillpetition. 

However, none of these were substantiated so as to be of an}' probative 

value. 

Second, while there n'lay be reason to believe that in at least Sonl(~ e 
areas the deviation of actual revenues fron) IRD-forecasted reVenues \vill 

have been to Pacific's and GTEC's benefit, potentially offsetting revenue 

shortfalls in toU and switched access, Respondents do ~lot provide us with 

persuasive evidence. For exan\plc, as ORA states, the eslinlate used in the 

IRD for access lines for Pacific and GTEC ,,'as based on 1989 and 1990 data. 

ORA c1ainls actual I\un\bers may be higher. Ho\vever, despite the interest 

their assertion raises, the lack of concrete data on its quantifiable eUeci 

nlakes the dainl of little if any value in deciding the nlerits of the Petition. 
, 

Opponents of the Petition provide us Olll}' ",1th hints of the factors to which 

we should attribute the alleged shortfall in revenue. lllese are at best 

inconclusive daullS to potentially causing the clain\ed shortfall, but they 
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lack the necessary probativc value to allo\\' us to arrh'c at reliable 

conclusions. In the end, we arc lc(t ,,'Uh n'lore questions than ans"'crs. 

- IRD D('c;s;QII'S rejectioll 0/ n "tnle-"I'II A1(,c/WII;SIII 

The n'lajority decision n'lenlions the Conlnlission's rejection of what the 

decision c.lIls a "true-up." This apparently refers to a balancing account that 

certain parties proposed in the IRD proceeding to protect ratepaycrs against 

the risk of a \\'indfall to Pacific and GTEC. The Comnlission rejected this 

proposal, stating it did not adopt the LECs' proposed elasticity estinlates 

stating "\\'e have thus reduced the risk that is dted as the justification for the 

balancing accounts .... " 11tis, in effect, in'lplies that the elastiCity estinlates 

adopted by the C0l11nlission \\Tere so sufficient that they obviated the Ileed for 

protecting ratepayers by a balancing account. The flip-side of this decision is 

that the LECs n'light have been exposed to a greater level of risk due to factors 

that assured ratepayer protection. 

- GTEC's Reheari"g Request 

The Con'lnlission's decision on GTEe's rehearing petition is nlentioned 

as if GTEC is having two bites of the apple. The alleged facts are actually 

different. In dismissing GTEC's request in 0.96-02-023, the ConlnlissioIi. 

focused its attention on the validity of the process \\'e applied in selecting the 

elasticity factor adopted in the IRO decision. I continue to believc, as the 

rehearing decision stated, that the Conlnlission's detern'lir'lation of the 

cstin\ates \verc valid given the iniornlatiOIi. available to us at the linle. 

However, our analysis in the rehearing decision did not address the issues 

related to "revenue neutrality" goals and the effect of the alleged revenue 

shortfall on overall net income for GTEC. In this regard, \\'C note that aside 

s 
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front the validity of the clitsticity estimate sel('('lion process, there reluains itn e 
issue of \\'hether the process, however correct, produced egregious Inargins of 

error contpared to later experienced reality that nlay havc suhsUHltially 

reduced revenueS for the LEes as they dain\, 

An open and still unanswered questiOl\ is whether Pctitiollers' request 

for n\odilication of the dedsiort is to proteCt thenlselves (ron\ con\petitive loss 

in toll calling and switched access, as respondents clain\, or ,,'hetherthere n\ay 

have been an unforeseen circunlstance that created shortfall ill revenues and if 

proven the COInmission could have acted to correct. The proposed decision 

does not test the validity of any of the questions and a~sertions tu\derlying the 

Petition; neither does it ·glv'e the parties the necessary opportunity to present 

evidence to substantiate their clainls or does it conclusively resolve the e 
disputed issues. It is in the light of these disputed iSslteS the Illajority decision 

denies the Petition. 

A denial of the Petition on the grounds propo'unded by the opponents 

of the Petition and as articulated in this decision ignores the possibility that the 

Comnlission nlay only have anticipated the possibility of a substantially lesser 

shortfall in estinlated revenues compared to reality later experienced. The 

elasticity factors adoptedby the IRD decision nlay indeed be \\'hat could be 

best established based OIl the re.cord presented at the thne. But correct 

processes can produce incorrect results. Or, in this case, ~he nlargin of error 

expected by the IRD decision could turn out to be beyond ,vhat the 

Con,mission expected in its forecasts. 

6 
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On the other hand, it is also equally possible that further hearing on the 

Petition could have sho\\'1l that Petitioners' clahn is insupportable and hence 

could have led to the denial ot the Petition. However, to the extent parties 

allege that the Conlmission had conlnlitted an error in their clahl\s and the 

record does not establish that their allegations are ul\(ounded, they Blust be 

given a day in court to show their casei the burden of proof is obviously on 

applicants. By denying the Petition in a sumnlary fashion, the COrllnlission is 

in a sense denying applicants opportunity to be (ully heard. 

For all the above reasons, I \vill dissent. 

San Francisco, California 
February 19, 1997 

/s/ Josiah L. Neeper 
Josiah t. Neeper 
Commissioner 
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i e Conlmtssloner Josiah L. Neeper Dissenting 

I dissent prit'narily because the record is insufficient to warr,lnt the 

conclusions reached itl the 1l1ajority decision. As subnlittcd to us with facts 

that arc l1\atcrial and in dispute, this decision does Hoi persuade 111e to support 

a disll\issal of the PetitiO)l. 

The disnlissal of the Petition under the cirCllll\stm\Ces of disputed 

issues is tantmnount to a sUI1\n\ary disI11issal. The standard to grant or 

deny a petition to J'nodif}' is articulated in the Con\1l1ission's Rules of 

Practice and Procedure 47(h). Rule 47(h) states that "In response to a 

petition for 111odification, the COl1ul\ission l1\ay 1110dify the decisioll as 

requested, n\odify the aflected portion of the decision in sonle other "ray 

consistent with the requested fnodificatioll, set the n\atter for further 

hearir\gs or briefing, sunu\laril}" dell}' the petition OIl the ground that the 

COlli111ission is not persuaded to I)\odify the decision, or take other 

appropriate action." (lmdl'rlill~ sfll'J'IIt'd) 

We ll\ltSt consider \vhether \\'C can dispose of the Petition now and 

in sUlllnlary fashion. To dispose of the Petition itl this Inanner, we nutst 

consider the facts presented to us and detennine that \\'C are not persuaded 

to lllodify the decision, and hence deny the Petition.' 

I Rr Ptlcific Gas Il11tl f/t\'lric CC'IIIJ\IIIY, 45 CPUC 24.t 178. 180 (1992) (0.92-07.078). In that dcdsioIl, the 

Commission found that summary judgment is a IllC.lns of 4.iisposing of an .1elion without tri,,1 where there 

are 110 disllJItt'd issu('S of male-ri". (act. (M.) 
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This Petition has been met with a number of opposing responses. 

These responses intentionall}' put in dispute the important, Inaterial (acts 

proposed by the Petitioners and the conclusions dr(l\\'11 by Petitioners fronl 

the underlying dahl, Arc 'he disputed facts Illaterial? The Petitioners and 

Rcspollderlts both argue (or this nlaleriality. Obviously, the Respondents 

do not stipulate that the facts asserted by Petitioners are correct, so as to 

pennit us to luakc a fillal dedsioll prOViding SOBle relief for Petitioners, If 

the facts are ,'sthe Respollderlts assert, there is far less basis for any 

decision grantir18 relief to Petitioners. \Ve Blust then first conclude that the 

disputed faets are n\aterial to a decisioI1 itl the HH1Uer. Secondly, \\'e Hiltst 

conclude that disputes anlong the parties concerning nlaterial f(lets prevent 

a disposition of the Petitiol' at this Hine either ill favor of or against it based 

on a sUl1ll1\ary judgn\cnt type action. 

An alternative consideration of sunnnary disposition is appropriate. 

Can \\'C conclude that Petitioners arc entitled to no relief whatsoever, evell 

if aU the f,lets are acceptcd as the Petitioners assert thenl, including all the 

infercnces and conclusiOlls to be fairly drawl\ based OIl. those facts? My 

conclusion is that it is not clear that Petitioners would be entitlcd to aU the 

relief they seek. It is not clcar they would be cntitled to 110 relief, either. 

They Ilia), well be cntitled to some relief subjcct to theh' prOVing thcir 

allcgations that the Con\111ission's estitnate of factors that affcctcd their 

rcvenues differ radically frOllt what the Petitioners have actually now 

experienccd. The lack of clarity conles fronl thc f(let that the c0111plex (,lets 

asserted by Petitioners are inCOlllplcte for appropriate r~solutiOl\ in light of 

the broad discretion \ve have in attitlg on a Petition to Modify, The f('letual 
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record in Ihis respect needs sUpplell\CntingJ and factual disputes require 

resohtlion. 

In denying the petitioll, the ll\ajority decision relics on sever,,1 

ilssertions that arc used as bases for denial of the petition. Each of these issucs 

arc disputed by the parties. First, what did the Conunission intelld by a 

"revenue neutral" rate design itl Decision 94-09-065 (the IRD Decision)? Arc 

applicants asking (or a revellue adjustnlcnt Inechanisn\ they previously 

opposed? Also hHerjected in this petition is whether the COIl'ln\ission's 

dccisiol\ to GTEC's requcst for rehearing in 1992 settled ,11 lcast GTEC's part of 

the petition. I "'ill briefly express Iny views on each of these issues. 

- n(~lIemte Ileutrality 

The Inajority decision's analysis of "revellUC neutrality" disrcgards 

the unm\sweted question that whcther the Conul\issiol\, it\ establishing a 

revenue lleutral rate rebalancingJ ,,'ould ignore all egregious difference 

betweell forecast m\d the reality later eXperiellced ill any of the clelnents of 

its rale design. Clearly, the Conunission did not guarantee revenue 

neutrality for each rate elell'\ent in the IRD rate rebalancing. The 

Conunission sought revenue neutrality in the overall cllIllulative effect of 

all changes; no single rate elen\ent was guaranteed the foreCtlsted revenue. 

Ho\vever, this does not l1\ean that the Con\lnission should not review its 

actions whether a single rate design by itself l1\ay warrant an eXanlination 

of the Conllnissioli.'S rate rebalancing effort to detern\ine whether it 

co nUll it ted al\ egregious error con\pared to realit}, later experienced. 

In the Petitiol) before us, <,pplicants assert that the COll.)l1\ission had 

conunitted aIi. error of such 11\agli.itude in the estitnates adopted for toll and 
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$wilfilfci acct"ss services cOlnpared to realHy later experienced that an update 

should be Illade to luake then' \\'hole. Respondents urge us to deny the 

Petition alleging. aIllong other things, that "revenuc llcntr<llity' l nUlst 

consider other revenue changes; although, they point to scant exan\ples 

and provide us with no concrete lacts. A few examples will suffice to sho\\' 

the inadequacy of the record. 

First, opponcl'tts of the Petition allege that other (actors cxist that 

could have a((ected applicants toll VOIUlllCS and revenues and subsequently 

led to shortfalls ill revellues. Several factors vie for candidacy itl this 

respect, including the state of the econonlY and loss due to conlpetition. 

However, nOlle of these were substantiated so as to be of any probative 

value. 

Second, while there Inay be reason t~ believe that in at least some 

areas the deviation of actual revenues frOll\ IRD-forcc(1sted tevenues will 

have been to Pacific's aI\d GTEC/s benefit, potentially offsetting teVel\Ue 

shortfalls in toll and switched access, Respondents do not provide us with 

persuasive evidence. For example, as ORA states, the estitnate used in the 

IRD (or access lines for Pacific andGTEC was based on 1989 m\d 1990 data. 

ORA clainls actual Htllnbers Illay be higher. However, despite the interest 

their assertion raises, the lack of concrete data on its quantifiable e[(ed 

rnakes the clain.l of little if any value in deciding the 111erits of the Petition. 

Opponents of the Petition provide us only with hints of the factors to which 

\\'e should attribute the alleged shortfall in revenue. These are at best 

inconclusive claims to potentially ci;lusing the clahned shortfalll but the}' 
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lack the l\('Cessiuy probative value to aHo\\' us to arrive at reliable 

conclusions. In the end, \\'C arc left with Il\orc questions than answers. 

- IRD Dcdsioll's rejcctioll of (I IItrlle-"pll h1cclltl""slU 

The l'l\ajority decision 1l1entions the Conllnission's rejection of what the 

decision calls a "true-up." This apparently refers to a balancing account that 

certain parties proposed in the IRO proceeding to protect ratepayers agaiI'\st 

the risk of a windfall to Pacific and GTEC. The COllllnissiol\ rejected this 

proposal, stating it did not adopt the LEes' proposed elasticity esthnates 

statitlg "we have thus reduced the risk that is cited as the justifictltion for the 

balancing accotults .... " This, in effect, inlplies that the elasticity esthilates 

adopted by the COllllnission ,,'ere so sufficient that they obviated the need for 

protecting ratepayers by a balancing account. The flip-side of this dedsiOll is 

that the LECs ll\ight have been exposed to a greater level of risk due to fi\ctofs 

that assured ratepayer protection. 

- GTEC's Re/tearing Request 

The COIl\lnissiOl\'S decision on GTEC's rehearing petition is JltentiOlled 

as if GTEC is having two biles of the apple. The alleged facts are actually 

different. 11\ disillissittg GTEC's request in 0.96-02-023, the COll\Inission 

focused its attention on the validity of the process we applied in selecting the 

elasticity factor adopted itt the IRO decision. I continue to believe, as the 

rehearh\g decision stated; that the Couln\ission's deteru\ination of the 

estiulates \\'ere valid given the itlfonnatioll available to us at the thne. 

Ho\\'ever, our analysis b\ the rehearing decision did not address the issues 

related to "revenue neutralitylJ goals and the effect of the i:\lleged revenue 

shortfall 01\ overall net Incou1e for GTEC: In this regard, \ve note that aside 
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(ronl the validity of the elasticity estimate selection process, there relnains (1n. 

issue of whether the process, however correct, produced egrcgious I~'argins o( 

error coulpared to later experi(\l\ced reality that Inay have substmlUally 

reduced rcvenues (or the LECs as they clahn. 

An OP(\l\ alld still unanswered question is ,,,hether Petitioners' request 

lor lllodification of the decisiOll is to protect then'lseives fron' conlpetitive loss 

in toll calling and switched access, as respondents clainl, or whether there Inay 

have been all \tl'lfOreSeefl circumstance that created shortfall in revenueS alld if 

pro\'en the ConunissiOli. could have acted to correct. The proposed decision 

does 110t test the validity of any of the questions and assertiOlls underlyh\g the 

petition; )leither docs it give the parties the necessary opporhlility to present 

evidence to subshlntiate their clahns or docs it conclusively resolve the 

disputed issues. It is in the light of these disputed issues the tnajority decision 

d(\nies the petitiOll. 

A denial of the petition on the grounds propounded by the opponellts 

of the petition and as articulated in this decision ignores the possibility that the 

C0l111nission Ina), only have anticipated the possibility of a substantially lesser 

shortfall in estiInated revenues cOlllpared to reality later experienced. TIle 

elasticity factors adopted by the IRD decision utay indeed be what could be 

best established based on the record presented at the tiIl'le. But correct 

processes can produce incorrect results. Or, in this easc, the l1'lul'ghi. of error 

expected b}' the IRD decision could turn out to be beyond what the 

Conllnission expected in its foreC~lsts. 
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On the other hand, it is also equally possible that (urther he<lring on the 

petition could have sho\vn that petitioners' dahn is insupportable and hence 

could have led to the de ... ial o( the petition. Ho\\'ev(>r, to the extent p<lrtics 

allege that the Con'U'llission had COJlllnitted at\ error in their daims and the 

record docs not eshlblish that their allegations atc unfounded, they nUlst be 

given a day it\ court to show their case; the burden of proof is ob\'iously on 

applkatlts. By denying the petition in a sUllllllary (ashiol\, the Cot'nll\ission is 

in a sense denying applicants opportunity to be fully heard. 

For all the above reasons, I will dissent. 

.,' ~ 
osiah L. Neeper 

COlll1llissiollcr 

San Francisco, California 
FebnHlry 19, 1997 
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State of California 

A. 81·11-033 
D. 91-02-049 

COMMISSIONER JESSIE J. KNIGHT, JR., CONCURRING: 

PuNic Utilities Commission 
San Francisco 

I concur in this decision whtch deni~s the request by Pacific Bell (Pacific) and 

GlE California (GlEG) to modify D. 94-09-065. the Implementation Rate DesIgn (IRD) 

Decision. 

In their petitions. Pacific and GlEO allege that our IRD decision a(fopted a 

for~asted estimate for increased toll and switched access usage that has proven to be 

far less than actual market resuUs. The petition~rs request an increase in prices to 

recover millions in alleged lOst revenue. lhis decision dentes Pacific and GlEG's 

request for numerous reasons which I fully endorse. 

First. if the Commission were to grant the petitioners· request. this could allow a 

rate increase on the most inelastio services not currently subject to competition. As the 

Office of Ratepayer Advocates has noted, it is improper to use a petition to niodify as 

the vehIcle for a rate increase. Rather. if Pacific and GlEG wish to pursue a 

prospective increase 6n rates. they should do so by means of an application pursuant 

to Commission rules, with the attendant notice requirements. lhis would allow 

balanced examination of the parties' alleged losses. 

Second. the Commission has already rejected allegations of procedural error 

and lack of evidence in adopting toll elasticity estimates. In D.96-02·023. we denied 

GlEets application for rehearing of IRD and we explicitly discussed how the record 

supported the elasticity estimates we adopted. 

lhird and niost significantly. I do not support reopening the lAD case to examine 

potential errOr in an elasticity estimate because when the Commission adopted the 
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estimate and corresponding fomlula in IRO. we knew a priori that the forecast was 

bound to deviate from actual results. The IRO decision specifically rejected any future 

-lrue-up- of the revenues resulting from IRO because the Commission explicitty feared 

that a true-up would blunt competitive incentives. The Commission strongly stated that 

it should not protect incumbent monopolies with future true-ups if they faited to 

adequately compete in the new market structure. In fact, the petitioners argued against 

a true-up in their testimony on the original case. They now attempt to recraft their point 

of view when the results work against their present circumstances. 

The Commission's IRO decision did not promise or guarantee revenue n"euUality, 

but gave the companies the opportunity to increase revenues and improve earnings. 

IRD was a carefully crafted policy package, not an assurance 6f explicit outcomes on 

individual rate elements. As companies in out New Regulatory Framework (NRF), both 

Pacific and GTEe have pricing flexibility, the ability to enter contracts, and the 

advantage of carrying atl default traffic. In a petition to modify IRO, Pacific and GTEC 

bear the burden of demonstrating that their respective overall rate designs have failed 

to achieve revenue neutrality. It is not an inconsequential obselVation that neither 

company has even alleged that the IRD package has faited. In my judgment, the 

petitioners have been unpersuasive in their quest to deviate from these prior decisions. 

Furthermore, it would be improper in hindsight to establish criteria for a 

-reasonable- deviation from earlier estimates when the Commission rejected this notion 

earlier. If the Commission were to reopen its IRD proceeding as the petitioners 

suggest to deteni'line whether revenues were beyond a -foreseeable- margin of error, 

an endless cycle of hindsight analysis of decisions which all participants had relied 

upon as final would be unnecessarity created. Nothing extraordinary or unforeseeable 

has occurred that warrants a reopening. This Is not in the public interest and certainly 

provides an unnecessary protection for the incumbent local eXchange carriers and 

would serve to raise the level of risk for' new entrants. The Commission's new 

regulatory framework has established a process whereby Pacific and GTEC may seek 

a rate increase if thefr rate of retum falls below an established trigger level. This is the 
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proper means to handle their current request. 

Fourth. I am not convinced that it would ever be possible to distinguish the 

source of the revenue losses Pacific and GlEC claim. AlJeged losses can be attributed 

to a variety of factors, including a negative variance in forecasting error in the IRD 

formura. general economJc conditions, and the inability of the companies to preselVe 

the same universe of customers in a llewJy competitive environment. In fac •• in order to 

determine the merits of their claim, the Commission would have to examine the entire 

post-IRD intraLAlA toll markel. including all carriers providing intraLATA 1611-- not just 

the results of Pacific and GTEC. This would be a monumental undertaking. Absent 

this level of scrutiny. the Commission could never know with certainty that other toll 

carriers had not merely outstripped the performance of PacifiO and GTEC. 

In contrast. if the Commission reopened the IRO case for th9 narrow purpose of 

examining toll e1asticity. this would comp!etely ignore the other areas where these 

companies may have surpassed Our earlier estimates. For example, Pacific has 

recently reported revenues of $039 milliOn in intrastate toll revenues for Ihe first six 

months of 1996 (a 3.9% ilit(ease Over the first six months of 1995). -In the second 

quarter of 1996. Pacific's intraLA TA loll revenues increased by 7.7% over the same 

period in 1995. These numbers appear to indicate that growth in toll markets is 

outstripping any losses to competition that Pacific has faced, even with a 6% lOss of 

market share. Indeed. recent published reports highlight how increasing demand for 

services such as Internet access and caller 10 have boosted incumbent local exchange 

company profits. Pacifio Telesis in particular has benefited from this su(ge in demand 

for internet service, with year-end net income up 22% percent over 1995. It is certainty 

possible that this increased demand alleviates some of the alleged shortfall Pacific and 

GlEC claim in their petitiOn. 

Finally, I nole that my concurrence on this decisiOn is consistent with my recent 

dissent on Ihe Franchise Impact case ,0. 96-09-089 (see attached). While I stili 

maintain my original position regarding franchise impacts, I note that the majority of this 

Commission voted in that decision 10 allow a further look at the claims of monetary 
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impacts to the monopoly franchise. Therefore. I would concede that procedurally. the 

request denied herein is more appropriately c<msldered in that venue. It is far mote 

rational to employ a hoHstic approach to the issue of monetary Impacts and avoid 

fragmenting any alleged impacts into a forest of smaller proceedings. 

I have carefully considered the companies' requests. In the interest of 

preserving the integrity of the lAD decision. and our prOCess in arriving at it, I relect 

reopening the case hi the manner suggested. - Therefore. I ooncur in t~e decision of my 

colleagues. 

Dated February 19. -1997 in San FranCisco. California. 
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